
Submitted by the 
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg:  

October 27, 2022 Manitoba
became the sixth Canadian province
to adopt the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance (IHRA)
working definition of antisemitism. 

The IHRA working definition of
antisemitism provides policymakers,
law enforcement, and community
leaders a tool to identify, understand,
and combat contemporary forms of
antisemitism in public life, the
media, schools, the workplace, and
in the religious sphere. IHRA is the
consensus definition of antisemitism
that best reflects lived experience of
Jews today. Developed by IHRA’s
Committee on Antisemitism and
Holocaust Denial, it is grounded in
the research of the world’s foremost
experts on antisemitism and the
Holocaust and is supported by the
United Nations, European Union,
and 30 countries including Israel,
US, and Canada. It has also been
adopted by Ontario, British
Columbia, Quebec, Alberta, and
New Brunswick. 

“Our government is proud to stand united with the Jewish community
here in Manitoba and around the world,” said The Honourable Heather
Stefanson, Premier of Manitoba. “Antisemitism has no place in our com-
munities and today is an important step forward in our collective commit-
ment to ensure we build an inclusive and safe society, and a future full of
hope and opportunity for our future generations.” 

As antisemitic incidents in Canada
continue to rise, the need to counter
them is urgent. The IHRA definition
provides a critical framework to
guide officials in addressing this rise
in hate and discrimination. Its adop-
tion signals that the Government of
Manitoba recognizes the struggle
faced by the Jewish community and
that they stand in solidarity in the
fight against Jew-hatred and all
forms of hate. As the representative
body of Manitoba’s Jewish commu-
nity, advocating for the definition’s
adoption was of paramount impor-
tance for the Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg. 

“Today, Premier Stefanson and the
Government of Manitoba sent a
strong message that antisemitism
has no place in society,” said
Gustavo Zentner, President of the
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg. “To
combat antisemitism effectively, it
must first be defined. The IHRA def-
inition will help Manitobans identify
and combat antisemitism in all its
forms. With antisemitic hate crimes
on the rise across the country, fight-

ing antisemitism is a priority – not just for the Jewish community, but for
all Manitobans and for all Canadians.” 

While details of the rollout and adoption of the IHRA definition in vari-
ous applications have yet to be formalized by the government, the commu-
nity is encouraged that, through IHRA, Jewish-lived experience will now
be reflected in the official understanding of antisemitism.

(For more on the IHRA definition of antisemitism turn to page 5.)

Manitoba adopts IHRA definition of antisemitism
The Jewish Federation of Winnipeg applauds the adoption 

of framework to identify, understand, and combat antisemitism
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At the Manitoba Legislature on Thursday, October 27th, following the
adoption by the Manitoba Government  of the IHRA working defini-
tion of antisemitism
(l-r): Adam Levy, Public Relations & Communications Director,
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg; Elaine Goldstine, CEO, Jewish
Federation of Winnipeg; Premier Heather Stefanson; Gustavo
Zentner, President, Jewish Federation of Winnipeg; Steve Kroft, rep-
resenting the Jewish Federation Board; and Ron Schuler, MLA for
Springfield-Ritchot, and MC for the day’s program.
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According  to that vener-
able Chinese sage
Confucius, “a man

who loves what he is doing
never works a day in his life.”

That maxim aptly describes
Dr. Nathan Wiseman to a tee
(no pun intended for an indi-
vidual who is also an ardent
golfer).

But even for a man so enthusiastic about his work that
he changed  “TGIF” (thank goodness it’s Friday) to
“TGIM” (Monday), his surgical career has drawn to an
end. Winnipeg’s first ever certified pediatric surgical
specialist has begun the process of easing into retire-
ment.

On Friday, October 7, his medical colleagues, nurses,
family, friends and some grateful patients attended a
retirement party for the beloved children’s surgeon who
is retiring  from full time service at Children’s Hospital
after an association spanning almost half a century.

The event was held at the Manitoba Club. “It was a
lovely evening,” says the guest of honour. “I had a
wonderful time and it was heartening to see so many colleagues who were
my teammates as we looked after children together.” He notes that he him-
self delivered a speech that went on for more than half an hour. “I had so
much to say, so many people to thank, most of all my wonderful wife, Eva.
I couldn’t have done it without her wholehearted support and understand-
ing through the years.” 

That is because Nathan Wiseman was a throwback to the doctors of yore,
doctors who were constantly on call 24 hours a day. “I used to have trou-
ble finishing a round of golf as I would get calls while on the course,” he
recalls. “Even when we were away on holiday, I might still receive the
occasional call. We were in Hawaii once when I got a call from a colleague
who wanted me to operate on his daughter. He was prepaired to wait until
I returned and did the surgery right after we got
back.”

A fourth generation Winnipegger who grew
up in West Kildonan, the son of the late Sam
and Cecilia (Cissie) Wiseman says that he was
inspired to pursue a career in medicine in gen-
eral and pediatric surgery specifically by the
examples of his own pediatrician, Dr. Harry
Medovy as well as popular north Winnipeg
pediatrician Dr. Percy Barsky. 

There was also the influence of his peer
group. “A lot of my friends were oriented
towards medical careers,” he recalls.

Wiseman was accepted into the University of
Manitoba Faculty of Medicine in 1964 when
he was still 19. “I was the youngest of 70 stu-
dents in my class,” he says.

While enrolled in medicine - during the sum-
mers - he had the opportunity to work on a
research project with Dr. Colin Ferguson, the
city’s leading pediatric surgeon, who became
the young Wiseman’s mentor and role model.

Wiseman completed his general medical
degree in 1968 and then proceeded to special-
ize in  pediatric surgery - a journey that took
him to Boston Children’s Hospital, which is
affiliated with Harvard University. On his
return to Winnipeg in 1975, he became our
city’s first certified pediatric surgeon.

“I had to go to Vancouver to take the certifi-
cation exam,” he notes “Colin Ferguson went
with me. He was my examiner and it was the
first year the exam was offered.”

Up to that point, he explains, surgery on chil-
dren was performed by general surgeons who
took an interest in children. “But there are
many specific surgical conditions for which
children require a specialist’s approach.”

In an excerpt about her husband in her book
“Healing Lives: A Century of Manitoba Jewish
Physicians,” Eva Wiseman notes that Nathan
served as head of the Division of Pediatric
Surgery at the Children’s Hospital for 14 years.

He also taught medical students and surgical residents,
did clinical research, published widely and served as
President of the Canadian Association of Pediatric
Surgeons. He was also an examiner of the Royal
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada and was
a governor of the American College of Surgeons. 

In recent years, Wiseman’s workload has been less-
ened with the addition of several more pediatric sur-
geons at the Children’s Hospital; there are six in total
now. Wiseman says that he appreciates that he had
opportunity to encounter a much wider range of uncom-
mon  children’s medical problems than do pediatric sur-
geons working in larger numbers who spread the load
more broadly.

Wiseman notes that he has performed tens of thou-
sands of surgeries of all kinds over the years at
Children’s Hospital and St. Boniface Hospital. He espe-
cially enjoyed doing surgery on tiny newborn infants.
He also found that surgery for malignancies in children
was challenging and rewarding. On top of all that he did
more than 20,000 circumcisions. He relates that he often
runs into former patients - now adults - or parents of for-

mer patients - who come up to him to express their gratitude for surgeries
he did years before.

While he has continued his practice longer than most - if not all of his
contemporaries - and he still retains his vigour and strength (presumably
his many years on the links have helped) as he nears 80 (not his golf score),
he says the it was time to retire. 

“A dear friend of mine - who died too young - once remarked that the
longer you continue too work- the less time you will have left after you stop
working,” Wiseman observed.

Not that Wiseman is walking away entirely- at least not yet. He reports
that he will still be going into the hospital from time to time should he be
needed - and that he is working in his daughter’s clinic for a few hours a
week.

Winnipeg’s first certified pediatric surgical specialist easing into retirement
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Community news

CHALLENGE

Students benefited from 
programs on the Holocaust 

and antisemitism*

*Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada

*Camp Massad and BB Camp

*Jewish Child and Family Service

*Shalom Residences Inc.

*Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre

*Jewish Child and Family Service

*Jewish Federation of Winnipeg

*Jewish Child and Family Service

Passover hampers delivered 
to families in need*

Increase in bursaries allowed 
more kids to attend Jewish 

summer camps*

Individuals with disabilities 
were empowered with fulfilling, 

independent lives*

Meals delivered to over 
1,000 individuals*

Members of our community 
were supported by 

Older Adult Services*

Local Holocaust survivors 
received care and support*

Winnipeg children 
received free PJ Library 

books at home*

CJA

2,000+ 31 129

1,06950%+

12235,000150+

CHALLENGE

JAC

CHALLENGE

By

MYRON LOVE

Nathan Wiseman at his retirement
party Oct. 7 (We wonder why the
mascot had a picture of Nathan
with the word “Grumpy” on it?)

Continued on page 21. See “Wiseman.”)



It seems that almost every day now we hear of
another attack made against Jews over the
internet on social media. Most recently we’ve

been subjected to vile tweets from two American
celebrities, both of whom happen to be Black:
Kanye West (who prefers to be known as “Ye”),
and basketball player Kyrie Irving.

We have stories elsewhere in this issue that go
into some detail as to the nature of the attacks leveled by both men. We also
have a story about Elon Musk and the torrent of antisemitism that he’s also
unleashed by removing some of the safety guards that had kept Twitter
from becoming another cesspool of hatred, not only toward Jews, but other
minority groups as well.

It’s hard to know where we’re headed. When you read of the huge popu-
larity that a misfit like Kanye West enjoys on social media – 38 million fol-
lowers on Twitter, for example, it seems like it’s just a matter of time before
some other social media darling takes a pot shot at Jews.

And, how can we defend ourselves? Sure, other celebrities jump into the
fray – some Jewish, some not, all denouncing the incredibly ignorant and
hate-filled comments that individuals like West and Irving so capriciously
post, be it on Twitter, Instagram, or any one of the many other venues in
which anyone with a hate on for a particular group can find a ready forum.

At one time there was somewhat of a correlation between what was going
on between Israel and Hamas, i.e., yet another war, and an increase in
hatred toward Jews, either on social media, or in the form of real physical
attacks. But nowadays there doesn’t seem to be anything in particular that
can set off a Kanye West or a Kyrie Irving into a spasm of Jew-hatred on
the internet.

Clearly the genie is out of the proverbial battle when it comes to trying
to put a cap on the kind of antisemitism that is now so prevalent on the
internet. And, much as this may annoy Myron Love, Bill Narvey, and oth-
ers who have worshipped at the altar of Donald Trump, no one is more
responsible for the heat having turned up on Jews than said Donald Trump.
It was Trump who gloried in totally “unfiltered” tweets – until the people
running Twitter (until quite recently) banned him from that medium.

But, no matter to Trump – he’s succeeded in stirring up so much hatred
among a good portion of the American public that things can only get
worse – not just for Jews, but for anyone who might be considered “liber-
al.” By the time this is read we’ll have learned the results of the US
midterm elections, which in all likelihood is going to see Republicans
regaining control of both Houses of Congress.

It wasn’t too long ago that the US Supreme Court’s decision to turn the
clock back on abortion rights for women seemed to be energizing an entire
group of voters who were determined to prevent Republican victories in the
midterms. That momentum, however, seems to have dissipated, as the ten-
dency to vote against the incumbent president in midterm elections seems

to have returned in full force.

With all that in mind, what
can one say about the fact
that six provinces have now
adopted the IHRA definition
of antisemitism as a learning
tool when it comes to com-
bating anti-Semitism? 

One wonders, is the rush
by so many governments at
so many levels to adopt the
IHRA definition of anti-
semitism really nothing more
than a play for votes? How
many of the legislators who
have voted to adopt the defi-
nition have actually taken the
time to study it? Or, have
they simply joined a steady
stream of legislators who are
ready to affirm their support
for something that is relative-
ly innocuous and is hardly
likely to cause a stir (other
than among academics, such
as the group of Canadian
Jewish university teachers

that leveled severe criticism of the IHRA definition of antisemitism)?

It was certainly something to see when I walked into the Manitoba
Legislature on October 27 only to behold a vast throng of people assem-
bled on the steps of the legislature, about to have their collective picture
taken. (I was late for the actual announcement that was apparently read out
by Premier Stephanson that the Legislature had adopted the IHRA defini-
tion of antisemitism.  That building is one difficult building to access these
days, what with all the fences that have been put up, apparently to keep pro-
testers from occupying the grounds of the Legislature. What a shame. It
used to be so nice to be able to gain easy access to the Legislature, but like
so many other things, those days are now part of a bygone era.)

Who were all those people, I wondered? Was this really nothing more
than some sort of photo op? While the Jewish Federation, B’nai Brith, and
CIJA, all made much of the fact that Manitoba has also now joined the
ranks of the many legislative bodies that have adopted the IHRA definition
of antisemitism, as I noted in a previous issue, this is likely to have as much
lasting impact as all those resolutions passed years ago declaring different
jurisdictions “nuclear free zones.”

When it comes to combating the kind of vicious antisemitism that the
likes of Kanye West and Kyrie Irving have been so eager to display, I’m
afraid that they and their legions of followers are not likely to want to
engage in a civil discourse about the definition of antisemitism. And, now
that Elon Musk seems intent on opening the floodgates of internet hatred
even more, we are certainly headed for darker times when it comes to
expressions of Jew hatred, be they over the internet or in more physical
forms, including attacks on Jews, especially in synagogues.

That leads me to express my disappointment at the results of the recent
election in Israel, which saw right wing religious extremists score major
successes at the polls. Just like in the US, religious zealots are on the ascen-
dant in Israel, at least when it comes to politics.

We had been warned for some time that right wing parties were going to
do quite well in the election just held and, perhaps somewhat ironically,
what liberal Jews like me were especially concerned about was the predic-
tion that most Arab Israelis were going to stay away from the polls.

It may have been a fleeting moment in time, but when various parties in
Israel were able to pull together in a coalition that included the Arab List
for the first time – after the 2021 Israel election, many of us thought that a
new day had dawned in Israel – and that the cynical BB Netanyahu, whose
ultimate goal is self-preservation, might finally had received his comeup-
pance.

Alas, those dreams were short lived. The coalition was bound to fall apart
from its own vast contradictions, e.g., having  politicians like Naftali
Bennett working together with power hungry rivals, such as Benny Gantz,
and Yair Lapid – never mind relying on the support of the Arab List to keep
the government propped up.

So, now we have the most right-wing and Orthodox controlled govern-
ment in Israel’s history. I’ve decided to reprint a lengthy analysis from
Haaretz that goes into a fair bit of detail about what exactly the goals of the
religious parties are in Israel (beginning on the opposite page). Whether it’s
to slam the door on freedoms that Jews in the diaspora enjoy, such as being
able to get married in a civil ceremony,women’s right,  LGBTQ rights,  or
any number of other rights that at least in Canada, we consider intrinsic to
a liberal, democratic society, even if Netanyahu is able to restrain the more
zealous members of his new coalition, we are likely to see the Orthodox
religious parties test their strength in the near future.

I know I’ve been taken to task for allegedly being anti-Orthodox, but like
most North American Jews, I have a fundamental belief in the separation
of church and state. The religious Zionist parties in Israel seek to blur those
lines.

Israel has always had to draw a fine line between the rights of more sec-
ular Jews as opposed to religious Jews, but now we may be headed to as
much of a push to turn back the clock on the rights of individuals within
Israeli society as we have been witnessing in the United States where lib-
eralism in now considered anathema by a huge chunk of the electorate.

I’m not sure how much readers of this paper realize how fortunate we are
to be living in a liberal, democratic society, troubled as we may be by issues
that plague all modern societies these days, such as homelessness, addic-
tions, inflation, global warming…the list goes on and on. Yet, I wouldn’t
want to be living either in the US or Israel, the way things have been tilt-
ing in both those countries, much as they both have so many positive
aspects.
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By JUDY MALTZ
Nov. 3, 2022  Haaretz Of the four parties

expected to comprise the next coalition, three
are religious. Two of them – United Torah
Judaism, whose voters are predominantly
Ashkenazi; and Shas, whose voters are pre-
dominantly Sephardi – are ultra-Orthodox
parties that ban women from their parliamen-
tary slates.

The third, Religious Zionism – a merger of
three far-right parties whose leaders include a
disciple of the late Jewish supremacist Rabbi
Meir Kahane – is on the conservative side of
the religious spectrum, leaning toward ultra-
Orthodoxy.

Together, these three parties will account for
more than half the seats in the coalition headed by Benjamin Netanyahu,
which is expected to assume power within the next few weeks.

Add to that seven lawmakers from Netanyahu’s own Likud party, and it
turns out that 40 of the expected 65 members of Israel’s next coalition will
be Orthodox Jews – at 61 percent far beyond their 17-percent share of the
general population. Nearly two-thirds of this Orthodox contingency is
Haredi.

For this reason, many Israelis woke up Wednesday morning wondering
whether their country was about to become a theocracy.

“I don’t see Israel becoming a full-fledged Torah state,” says Rabbi Uri
Regev, the president and CEO of Hiddush, an organization that promotes
religious freedom in Israel. “But we’re going to get a lot closer to it than
we’ve ever been before.”

Tani Frank, director of the Judaism and State Policy Center at the
Jerusalem-based Shalom Hartman Institute, concurs. “We will definitely
see the Haredi parties pushing in that direction,” he says. “But it’s not
going to happen all at once, because they’re smart enough to know there
will be a major backlash if they try to get away with whatever they can.”

To be sure, there never has been separation of religion and state in Israel.
Issues of marriage and divorce, for instance, fall under the jurisdiction of
religious authorities – in the case of Jews, the Orthodox-controlled Chief
Rabbinate. With rare exceptions, public transportation does not run on
Shabbat, and most retail businesses are closed that day. Because only
Orthodox Judaism is recognized in Israel, the Reform and Conservative
movements are not eligible for funding from the Religious Services
Ministry.

Whatever progress has been made in recent years in promoting religious
freedom and pluralism has, for the most part, been mandated by the courts.

Among the most prominent examples was the landmark High Court of
Justice ruling of March 2021 recognizing non-Orthodox conversions for
citizenship purposes. And thanks to previous court decisions, non-
Orthodox rabbis in Israel – just like Orthodox rabbis – are eligible for
salaries from the state, and gender exclusion in the public sphere is pro-
hibited.

The big fear is that the religious parties in Netanyahu’s new coalition will
try to weaken the judiciary through an “override clause” that would allow
the Knesset to overturn court decisions like these. This could potentially
undo much of the progress that has been made in recent years in promot-
ing religious freedom in Israel.

“Until now, the courts have been a dominant player in promoting such
issues as gay rights and women’s rights, but if this coalition moves forward
with its plans to institute the override clause, they’ll basically be able to do
whatever they want,” says Shuki Friedman, vice president of the
Jerusalem-based Jewish People Policy Institute.

In addition to pushing for the override clause, Friedman believes the new
government will set out immediately to overturn religious reforms passed
by the outgoing government – most prominently a major overhaul of the
kashrut certification system that drew fierce opposition from the
Rabbinate.

Had the outgoing government made good on its promise to revive the
Western Wall deal, which was meant to facilitate egalitarian prayer at the
Jewish holy site, this new coalition would likely have made its undoing a
top priority. But since no progress was made in reviving the deal over the
past 16 months, on this issue at least there is little to roll back.

“Let’s just say that this new government represents the final nail in the
Kotel deal,” says Uri Keidar, the executive director of Israel Hofsheet, a
nonprofit active in promoting religious freedom and Jewish pluralism.

Netanyahu’s promises
Where, then, is Israel’s new government likely to direct its efforts on reli-

gion and state matters over the next few years
(assuming it lasts that long)?

Frank believes it will focus initially on poli-
cies that directly affect and benefit the ultra-
Orthodox community. “There will be a lot
more money going to Haredi schools, includ-
ing those that don’t teach basic subjects like
English and math,” he predicts. Indeed,
Netanyahu has already promised Hasidic lead-
ers that he would not make state funding of
their schools contingent on their teaching these
core subjects.

Frank also believes the Haredi parties will
pressure Netanyahu to overturn a reform initi-
ated by the outgoing government that threat-
ened rabbinical control of cellular services in

the ultra-Orthodox community.

Here are some of the other changes in the religious status quo that are
likely under this new government:
■ Law of Return: The religious parties have long lobbied for a change

that would dramatically limit eligibility for aliyah and citizenship under the
Law of Return. Under the current version, any individual with at least one
Jewish grandparent – as well as the spouse of that individual – is eligible
to immigrate to Israel.

The religious parties believe this law, in its current form, encourages far
too many “non-Jews” to immigrate. Under their proposal, the so-called
grandchild clause would be eliminated, and in its place only individuals
with at least one Jewish parent would qualify for aliyah.

“I even believe they’ll try to go further with amending the Law of
Return,” predicts Keidar. Frank believes, however, that Netanyahu may
push back against any such changes. “Maintaining the grandchild clause is
of extreme importance for Russian-speaking immigrants,” he says, noting
that this group accounts for the vast majority of immigrants to Israel. “And
Russian speakers still provide Likud with about four or five seats each elec-
tion, so he can’t just dismiss them.”

■ Conversion: Five years ago, Shas introduced a bill that would give the
Rabbinate exclusive control over conversions in Israel and outlaw non-
Orthodox conversions. This bill never made its way through the legislative
process, but given the power the ultra-Orthodox parties will hold in the new
coalition, Regev believes they will try to revive it. And once they pass the
override clause, assuming they do, they could then overturn the High Court
verdict that recognizes non-Orthodox conversions.

This verdict affects only a small number of individuals who convert each
year in Israel through the Reform and Conservatives movements. It was
nonetheless considered monumental because of its implicit recognition of
the legitimacy of the non-Orthodox denominations. Frank believes
Netanyahu will think twice about endorsing legislation that withdraws this
recognition because of the strains it would put on Israel’s relations with
Diaspora Jewry, whose leaders warmly welcomed the High Court ruling.

■ Public transportation on Shabbat: Israel’s outgoing government did lit-
tle to promote public transportation on Shabbat, though Transportation
Minister Merav Michaeli did promise in recent weeks that the still-under-
construction Tel Aviv light rail would operate on the Jewish day of rest. In
recent years, various municipalities around Israel, along with grassroots
organizations, have introduced bus lines that operate on Shabbat.

Keidar believes the new government will prioritize fighting these initia-
tives. Indeed, the Haredi parties have already expressed an interest in
receiving the transportation portfolio in the next government.

Survey after survey conducted by Hiddush has found that a vast majori-
ty of Israelis, including Likud voters, favor public transportation on
Shabbat to some extent or another. “Clearly concessions of this sort that
Netanyahu will be pressured to make by his ultra-Orthodox coalition part-
ners will not only be in defiance of the majority of the population, but also
contrary to the will of his own voters – and that is something he will have
to bear in mind,” says Regev, who is a Reform rabbi.

■ Marriage: Just over a month ago, an Israeli court recognized the valid-
ity of “Utah marriages” that are performed online. The ruling provided a
cheap way for Israeli couples to bypass the prohibition on civil marriage in
the country. Until now, civil marriages were only recognized if they were
performed outside Israeli territory. Keidar believes the new coalition will
act to overturn this ruling, thereby restoring control over marriage to the
Rabbinate.

■ LGBTQ rights: The new government is not expected to go so far as to
outlaw homosexuality,
but it could try to reverse
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Analysis

Will Israel Become a Theocracy? Religious Parties Are Election’s Biggest Winners
Israel is about to have its most religious government ever, meaning that Haredi and Orthodox demands are likely to be a top priority for the
new Netanyahu coalition – leaving previous reforms under threat
Israel’s next government will be by far the most religious in its history.

(Continued on page 6. See “Theocracy.”)

Orthodox supporters of Religious Zionism
celebrating on election night
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Analysis

Manitoba adopts the IHRA Definition on antisemitism: What does that signify?

Last week, I was honoured to be present
when our provincial government announced
its adoption of the IHRA (International

Holocaust Remembrance Alliance) Working
Definition of antisemitism. As a member of the
IHRA Committee on Antisemitism and Holocaust
Denial, the body which originally drafted the def-
inition, I was particularly pleased to see Manitoba
following Ontario, British Columbia, Alberta,
Quebec, and New Brunswick in endorsing/adopt-
ing the non-legally binding definition. I thank the

Jewish Federation of Winnipeg for their ongoing engagement with the
provincial government to arrive at this successful outcome and for wel-
coming my guidance when needed. 

The legally non-binding definition was adopted by consensus by the
member countries of the IHRA in 2016 at the Bucharest Plenary under the
Romanian Presidency, It has helped guide countless governments, organi-
zations, and individuals in their efforts to identify antisemitism. Since its
adoption, dozens of countries, cities, government institutions, universities,
civil society organisations and sport clubs have used the definition as a
resource in projects that seek to educate on the ways that antisemitism
appears, as well as for initiatives focused on recognizing and countering
manifestations of antisemitism. 

This practical tool has also been formally adopted or endorsed by many
individuals and groups, both at the national and organizational level, such
as the UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres, who acknowledged the
efforts of the IHRA Member Countries to agree on a common definition of
antisemitism and underlined that it could serve as a basis for law enforce-
ment, as well as preventive policies; the Organization of American States,
and in the European Union, the Parliament, Commission, and Council. To
date, some 38 countries have endorsed/adopted the definition, including
recent additions such as Albania, Cyprus, Colombia, the Philippines, and
South Korea, to name but a few. 

Many people have asked me what the adoption means and how it can be
implemented into day-to-day life in Manitoba.  To quote directly from the
IHRA : “The IHRA is the only intergovernmental organization mandated to
focus solely on Holocaust-related issues, so with evidence that the scourge
of antisemitism is once again on the rise, we resolved to take a leading role
in combatting it. IHRA experts determined that in order to begin to address
the problem of antisemitism, there must be clarity about what antisemitism
is.” The definition is a valuable guide for civil society groups, universities,
social media platforms, sports organizations, and others who want to
encourage civil discourse and prevent racist, antisemitic, and other intoler-
ant actions. The definition also recognizes that the perspective of the affect-
ed community is key when addressing discrimination and hatred.

Unfortunately, there are individuals and groups out there who have mis-
characterized the definition’s aim and its reach. They have suggested that
the definition threatens free speech and academic freedom. In fact, it is the
exact opposite. First and foremost, the definition is not legally binding. It
is not a “law.”  Its purpose is to serve as a very useful tool with practical
applicability. Regarding criticism of Israel and Israeli policies, the defini-
tion is quite clear that “criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any
other country cannot be regarded as antisemitic.” The definition can help
identify antisemitism when it appears in coded language that refers to Israel
and help ordinary citizens to better draw the line between Israel-related
antisemitism and legitimate criticism of Israeli policies – just as we in
Canada sometimes criticize the policies of our federal and provincial gov-
ernments. As for academic institutions, many universities, including
Oxford and Cambridge have adopted the definition.

“The IHRA Working Definition notes that overall context” must be taken
into account and that antisemitism is not limited to the examples given. It
furthermore states that the examples may serve as illustrations to guide
IHRA in its work, and points to the practical utility of the definition.”

So how has the definition been implemented elsewhere? The definition
has been used widely in training police forces, lawyers, the judiciary, edu-
cators, and policy makers to guide them in their work. Football (soccer)
clubs have used the definition. For instance, The English Premier League
employs the definition to instruct its players and millions of fans on how to
combat racism and antisemitism. The European Union has in fact
researched the practical implementation of the definition and collected data
from member states. The EU has also developed a handbook which illus-
trates how the definition has been used in a variety of documented inci-
dents.

Looking ahead, here in Manitoba and throughout Canada, we need to
mainstream the definition into daily life including sport and popular cul-

ture, including social media platforms. 

Belle Jarniewski
Member of Canada’s Delegation to the IHRA
Executive Director of the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada

BELLE JARNIEWSKI

By

some of the advances made in promoting
gay rights under the outgoing and previ-
ous governments, says Keidar.

That could include lifting the ban on conversion therapy, cutting state
funding for hormonal therapy for transgender people and reinstituting a
ban on blood donations from gay people. “I don’t see Netanyahu taking
drastic action against LGBTQ people because there are many who vote
Likud,” says Frank. “But we definitely won’t see a continuation of the
warm relations that existed between the LGBTQ community and the out-
going government.”

■Abortion: The new government is not expected to follow in the path of
the United States and institute an outright ban on abortions, but Keidar
believes it is likely to become more active in discouraging them. “We will
probably see a lot more government funding going to organizations that
assist young women with unwanted pregnancies see their pregnancies to
term,” he says.

Keidar says that even if the new government succeeds in weakening the
judiciary, it will not have carte blanche to impose religious restrictions on
the secular population. “There will be a backlash – and we’ve seen this
happen already when they tried to close businesses on Shabbat in secular
neighborhoods. People went out to the street and protested.”

Despite the growing influence of the Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox com-
munities, Keidar notes that secular Jews remain the single largest group in
Israel, accounting for 36 percent of the population (according to figures
published last month by the Central Bureau of Statistics). The Orthodox
and ultra-Orthodox communities each account for about another 8.5 per-
cent of the population.

Among the key initiatives introduced by the outgoing coalition to pro-
mote religious pluralism in Israel was the establishment of a new “Jewish
Renewal Administration” in the Diaspora Affairs Ministry. Its 60-million-
shekel (nearly $17 million) budget was meant to support, among other
causes, the activities of the Reform and Conservative movements in the
country. The new government is likely to find other uses – more in line
with its Orthodox agenda – for this funding, which would be a major set-
back for Jewish pluralism.

Rakefet Ginsberg, executive director of the Conservative movement in
Israel, refuses to believe that the new government will try to shutter their
activities, though. “I want to hope that there’s an understanding out there
that our movements don’t detract from the Jewishness of the state, but to
the contrary, enrich it.”

Theocracy
(Continued from page 5.)

‘Be right back!’: Netanyahu predicted return
to PMO in note to Bennett

Israeli television channel reveals the note the current Israeli opposition
leader left on the desk in the Prime Minister's Office for his successor
Naftali Bennett in 2021.

(November 6, 2022 /
JNS) When he left the
Prime Minister’s
Office in 2021 follow-
ing his 12-year tenure
as premier, Benjamin
Netanyahu left a note
on the desk for his suc-
cessor, Naftali
Bennett, that read, “Be
right back!” Channel
12 reported on
Friday.

Bennett took over
the post from
Netanyahu in June
of that year.

The missive included a rudimentary drawing of the Israeli flag, replete
with the Star of David.

Netanyahu is poised to fulfill the promise just under a year and a half
later, with his right-religious bloc having won a decisive victory in
Tuesday’s national elections.

The current Israeli opposition and Likud Party leader has invited other
party heads from the bloc for meetings on Sunday, as the process of form-
ing the country’s next governing coalition kicks into gear.

A note left in 2021 by Benjamin Netanyahu to
his successor, Naftali Bennett, on a desk in the
Israeli Prime Minister's Office, that reads, "Be
Right Back!" Credit: screenshot.
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Community news

The National Council of Jewish Women Canada (NCJWC), Winnipeg
Section, is very excited to be organizing the fourth annual Winnipeg
Mitzvah Day on November 20, 2022.

Mitzvah Day is celebrated around the world, especially in the UK, where
it was founded. Community groups each plan their own good deed event,
or mitzvah, to coincide on the same day. Mitzvahs are focused on giving
time, rather than money, to make a difference in our community.

This year our section of NCJWC has a great Mitzvah: we will be work-
ing with Sheila Cailleau of Magpie Chiq to help with her Wam Hands,
Warm Hearts project. We will be collecting old fur and leather coats to be
turned into mittens for the homeless, and on Sunday November 20, our
members will be sewing some of these mittens. 

We are excited to have an opening event this year at the Rady Centre on
Sunday, November 13, from 1 pm - 3 pm. The organizations are invited to
bring information about their Mitzvah events as well as what they do all
year long. To keep with this year’s theme for International Mitzvah Day,
“Share Every Mitzvah,” we are so happy to be building friendships, getting
to know each other better and pool resources to effect great change.

Here is a list of the organizations participating in Winnipeg Mitzvah Day
2022, with more to join:

Adas Yeshurun Herzlia
Aleph Bet Child Life Enrichment Program
Brock Corydon School
Canadian Yazidis Association
Chabad-Lubavitch of Winnipeg
Chesed Shel Emes
Chevra Mishnayes Synagogue
Congregation Etz Chayim
Congregation Shaarey Zedek
David and Ruth Asper Early Learning & Kaufman Child Care Centers
Gray Academy of Jewish Education
Islamic Social Services Association
Jewish Child and Family Services
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg - employees
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg - Women’s Philanthropy
Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada
Jewish National Fund
Manitoba Dental Hygentists Association
Rady JCC
Taylor McCaffrey LLP
Temple Shalom
The Saul and Claribel Simkin Centre
Women in Architecture
Women’s Lawyer Forum (of the Manitoba Bar Association)It’s been a while since we reported on an outbreak of Covid at the Simkin

Centre.
But, perhaps to the surprise of those many individuals who might have

thought Covid “was behind us,” thehas been a series of outbreaks in per-
sonal care homes across the province - along with other facilities that house
seniors. According to the WRHA website, an outbreak is said to have
occurred when there has been  “a sudden rise in the number of cases of a
disease, beyond what might be expected. It may last for a few days or
weeks, or even for several years. An outbreak is the spread of the same ill-
ness among a group of people living or working in the same place at the
same time.” 

According to a post on the Simkin Centre Facebook page, which
appeared on Nov. 2, as of that date there had been a total of 14 confirmed
cases of Covid at the Simkin Centre since the most recent outbreak began
there on October 14. There have also been two deaths reported among
those 14 cases.

Here is the post from the Simkin Centre Facebook page.

National Council of Jewish Women once again organizing “Mitzvah Day”

New outbreak of Covid at Simkin Centre

Manitoba is investing $34 million  
this year in culture and communities 
through the Arts, Culture and Sport  
in Community Fund.

This fund supports capital projects, special initiatives  
and community celebrations - allowing local arts,  
culture and amateur sport organizations to innovate  
and respond to emerging community needs, including 
those that are led by Indigenous, Francophone and 
ethnocultural communities.

Online funding applications open August 16, 2022.  
All eligible non-profit organizations are encouraged  
to apply.

To learn more please call 1-866-626-4862  
or visit Manitoba.ca/ACSC.

Investing in  
Our Communities
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Jewish population of Winnipeg shows slight increase in past 10 years - but 2021 census does
not give definitive answers as to what the size of our Jewish population really is

By BERNIE BELLAN

The number of individuals in Winnipeg who report that their ethnic
origin is Jewish has declined somewhat from the number reported in
the 2011 National Household Survey (which was the last reliable

report on the ethnic and religious composition of Canada produced by
StatsCan).

However, set against the decline in the number of Winnipeggers who
reported their ethnic origin as Jewish was a marked increase in the number
that reported their ethnic origin was Israeli.

The number of individuals who reported their religion was Jewish also
showed a very slight increase from 2011 to 2021.

Those are some of the most significant findings from the latest release of
detailed information from the 2021 census, which came on October 26,
when StatsCan released a whole trove of documents about immigration and
ethnicity - with statistics about religion at the very end of the document
release.

According to the 2021 census, 11,745 individuals in Winnipeg reported
their ethnic origin as Jewish. In 2011 the
figure was 12,005. However, considering
that 1,435 individuals reported their eth-
nic origin was Israeli (as opposed to a
total of 340 in 2011), when you add the
two figures together the total comes to
13,180.

As for religion, the number of
Winnipeggers who said their religion
was Jewish stood at 10,740 in 2011. The
2021 census reported the number as
10,835, an increase of 95.

We have been waiting anxiously for
the results of the 2021 census ever since
results from the 2016 census were so
wildly inconsistent with all previous
census results when it came to showing
that the number of Jews, not only in
Winnipeg, but everywhere in Canada,
had  declined precipitously.

As we have been reporting repeatedly ever since results of the 2016 cen-
sus were published, the reason for what were considered aberrant results in
the 2016 census was that, for the first time, “Jewish” was not listed among
the 20 choices for ethnic ancestry in that census. Instead, one would have
had to write in “Jewish” as an answer. As a result, even StatsCan conced-
ed that the low number of individuals who responded that their ethnic ori-
gins were Jewish was unrealistically low.

In the 2016 census also, the likelihood is that a number of respondents
who might otherwise have responded “Jewish” if it had been given in the
list of examples of ethnic origin, instead likely chose “Canadian,” since
Canadian was one of the 20 examples listed.

As a report from StatsCan noted, “After the 2016 Census, concerns were
raised that changes to the list of examples of ethnic and cultural origins
included as part of the question were affecting response patterns. Concerns
were also raised about the wordiness of the question, which made it diffi-
cult for certain people to read and respond to the question.”

StatsCan went on to explain that “respondents were more likely to report
an origin when it was included in the list of examples and, conversely, less
likely to report an origin if it was not included in the list.”

As a result, StatsCan made major changes to how ethnic origin was tab-
ulated in the 2021 census. The question that was asked was the same as
what had been asked in previous censuses: “What were the ethnic or cul-
tural origins of this person’s ancestors?”

That question was followed by a further explanation:
“Ancestors may have Indigenous origins, or origins that refer to different

countries, or other origins that may not refer to different countries.

But the 2021 census, which was required to be filled out online, actually
gave a link to “a list of over 500 examples of ethnic and cultural origins,”
of which both “Jewish” and “Israeli” were among the choices. 

One might well wonder though whether many recent immigrants to
Winnipeg who might be considered ostensibly Jewish might also have
filled in different ethnic origins, especially individuals with Eastern
European roots. (There was only room for one answer to the question about
ethnic origins.)

But then we run up against the issue of the relatively low number of indi-

viduals who said their religion was “Jewish” in the 2021 census.
The religion question that appeared in the 2021 Census, “What is this

person’s religion?” was the same as the one that was asked in the 2011
National Household Survey and in the 2001 and 1991 censuses. It also had
the same basic format: there was a write-in box in which respondents could
report their religion, as well as a mark-in circle for indicating “No reli-
gion.” 

Thus, while one might posit that a certain number of immigrants to
Winnipeg might have Jewish roots, if they didn’t answer that their ethnic
origins were either “Jewish” or “Israeli” and they also didn’t indicate that
their religion was “Jewish”, is it fair still to consider them Jewish?

In an interview I conducted in August with Faye Rosenberg-Cohen, who
is about to retire  as the Jewish Federation’s Chief Planning and Allocations
Officer, I asked Faye how many immigrants make up the Jewish popula-
tion of Winnipeg now?

Faye responded: “I can honestly say when I look at those numbers it’s
somewhere around 1/3 of the community.”

JP&N: “So you’d say it’s somewhere
between 4-5,000?”

Faye: “I think it’s more than that.”
If what Faye said was true then the Jewish

community would number at least 15,000.
I indicated my skepticism at that time, say-

ing “You know that I’ve always been skepti-
cal about the numbers that have been used by
the Federation for the population of the
Jewish community. I think though that it’s
always been more of a case of identification
– who identifies as Jewish?”

In the final analysis, there is nothing in
what StatsCan has just reported that would
back up the notion that our Jewish popula-
tion here is over 15,000. Yet, there is one
more possibility that might allow the Jewish
Federation to argue that our population is
closer to 15,000. That will require a more
detailed analysis comparing the results for

respondents who said their religion was “Jewish” but their ethnic origin
was not.

Following the 2011 National Household Survey, which was the first cen-
sus that showed a sizeable drop in the size of our Jewish population, I
entered into an email exchange with a statistician from StatsCan as to
whether it was possible that our Jewish population was much larger than
12,010, which was how many respondents indicated their ethnic origin was
Jewish back in 2011.

That statistician did a much deeper analysis of the data than was avail-
able to me. He showed that of the 10,740 individuals who said their reli-
gion was Jewish, only 7,885 reported that their ethnic origin was Jewish.
That was a difference of 2,885. (Clearly there have been a lot of converts
within our community). If you added those respondents who said their reli-
gion was Jewish, but not their ethnic origin, to the number of respondents
who said their ethnic origin was Jewish, you came up with a figure of
14,885. That figure would have been much closer to what the Federation
was saying was the size of our Jewish population in 2011.

Is it important? Well, as I’ve been arguing for years, if our Federation is
basing its plans for the future on a notion that our Jewish population is
much bigger than what is really the case, then those plans are misguided.

Gray Academy has far fewer students than was the case just ten years
ago. Brock Corydon, the only other school that offers any sort of an expo-
sure to a Jewish curriculum, also has fewer Jewish students than used to be
the case. The Simkin Centre has a very high proportion of non-Jewish res-
idents. Our synagogues have lost huge numbers of members. None of these
changes would be reflective of a growing Jewish population.

However, as I’ve just noted, there is a very real possibility that our Jewish
population is closer to the figure of 15,000 – which is the figure common-
ly cited by spokespersons for the Federation. In order to find out though
whether that is the case, we’ll need someone at StatsCan to do a similar
analysis of data that was done at my request following the 2011 National
Household Survey. I’ve already sent a request to StatsCan for a more com-
prehensive analysis of the answers to the questions about ethnic origin and
religion, similar to what was done for me by a StatsCan analyst following
the 2011 National Household Survey. We’re hoping to have further answers
to the question of how many Jews there are in Winnipeg in a future issue –
if we hear back from someone at StatsCan.

The biggest take away from results of the 2021 census is the
growth in the number of Winnipeggers who reported
“Israeli” as their ethnic origin: from 340 in 2011 to 1,435 in
2021. The number of Winnipeggers who reported their eth-
nic origin was “Jewish” actually declined.
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antisemites in the news

Nike suspends relationship with Kyrie Irving, saying ‘we condemn any form of antisemitism’

ByJACOB GURVIS and  GABE FRIEDMAN 
Nov. 3, 2022 (JTA) Deni Avdija, NBA’s most

prominent Jewish player, says he agrees with
Kyrie Irving suspension

Nov. 5 - 6:00 pm Deni Avdija, who is the NBA’s
only current Israeli player and has proudly touted
his Jewish identity over his first two seasons in the
league, told reporters he agreed with the Brooklyn
Nets’ decision to suspend Kyrie Irving over his
antisemitism controversy.

“I think people look up to him,” Avdija said
when asked about it in the locker room following a
game between the Nets and his Washington
Wizards on Friday night. “You can think whatever you want, you can do
whatever you want. Just, I don’t think it’s right to go out in public and pub-
lish it and let little kids that follow you see it, and the generations that come
after to think like that, because it’s not true, and I don’t think it’s fair.”

“I’m Jewish, and I love my culture, I love my country,” he added. “It’s a
little upsetting to hear some stuff about your religion. Just spread love,
man. Love everybody, love all cultures.”

Few NBA players have commented on the controversy, which involved
Irving promoting an antisemitic film on Twitter. Irving’s teammate and
close friend Kevin Durant said Friday that the situation was “unfortunate,”
and he “felt like we could have just kept playing basketball and kept quiet
as an organization.” He later clarified in a tweet: “I don’t condone hate
speech or anti-semetism[sic].”

LeBron James, arguably the league’s most well-known player and one of
the most popular athletes in the world, spoke out about the situation on
Friday, saying the incident “caused some harm to a lot of people.”

“If you are promoting or soliciting or saying harmful things to any com-
munity that harm people, then I don’t respect it,” he said after a game
between his Los Angeles Lakers and the Utah Jazz. “I don’t condone it.”

Nike suspends relationship with Kyrie Irving, saying ‘we condemn any
form of antisemitism’

Nov. 4, 9:54 p.m. — Nike has suspended its relationship with Kyrie
Irving, the apparel company announced Friday night.

“At Nike, we believe there is no place for hate speech and we condemn
any form of antisemitism,” Nike said in its statement. “To that end, we’ve
made the decision to suspend our relationship with Kyrie Irving effective
immediately and will no longer launch the Kyrie 8. We are deeply saddened
and disappointed by the situation and its impact on everyone.”

The sports apparel giant has released Irving’s popular signature shoes
since 2014.

On Thursday, Kanye West, the rapper who saw rival sports apparel com-
pany Adidas cancel his business partnership after he unleashed a series of
antisemitic tirades, had tweeted an image of Irving wearing a headband
with a prominent Nike logo.

Nets say Kyrie Irving must fulfill ‘remedial steps’ before returning to
the team

Nov. 4, 7:00 p.m. — Brooklyn Nets General Manager Sean Marks told
reporters that Kyrie Irving would have to go beyond the words of his apol-
ogy and complete a series of “remedial steps” before being allowed back to
the team. One of those steps could be meeting with Jewish leaders, The
New York Times reported.

“His actions will speak louder than words. And if he wants to participate
in that, we’ll see where it all goes,” Marks said before the team’s Friday
night game against the Washington Wizards.

Irving is currently suspended for at least five games, starting with
Friday’s.

Jewish nonprofit says it would ‘happily’ accept Kyrie Irving’s $500,000
donation to help combat antisemitism

Nov. 4, 4:18 p.m. — JewBelong, a nonprofit organization that uses
provocative advertising to spread awareness and combat antisemitism, said
in a statement Friday that it would “happily” accept Kyrie Irving’s
$500,000 donation that the Anti-Defamation League has rejected.

“Taking money born of antisemitism and using it to literally combat anti-
semitism. There is something beautiful in that!” said JewBelong CEO
Archie Gottesman.

The group noted that such a donation would make Irving one of
JewBelong’s top five donors.

“Standing on ceremony about whether or not Kyrie Irving is really sorry
is not a luxury that Jews have right now,” Gottesman added. “Antisemitism
has increased 34% from 2020 to 2021. Instead of just worrying or keeping
quiet, JewBelong thinks this rise in hate is big news. If Irving’s support will
help that happen, so be it.”

Kyrie Irving apologizes for causing ‘pain’ for ‘Jewish families and
Communities’

Nov. 4, 9:13 a.m. — Brooklyn Nets star Kyrie Irving posted an apology
to his Instagram late Thursday night, hours after being suspended without
pay for at least five games for failing to condemn antisemitism.

“To All Jewish families and Communities that are hurt and affected from

my post, I am deeply sorry to have caused you
pain, and I apologize,” Irving wrote in the post.

“I initially reacted out of emotion to being
unjustly labeled Anti-Semitic, instead of focusing
on the healing process of my Jewish Brothers and
Sisters that were hurt from the hateful remarks
made in the Documentary,” Irving continued. He
acknowledged that he shared the film without
clarifying which parts he agreed with and which
he did not, such as Holocaust denial. Irving said
he had “no intentions to disrespect any Jewish
cultural history regarding the Holocaust.”Basketball star Kyrie Irving

Kanye West paid a settlement to a former employee
over antisemitic rants in 2018, report says

By ANDREW LAPIN
Nov. 3, 2022 (JTA) –

Years before his recent
public antisemitic
tirades that sank his
reputation and cost
him billions in
endorsement deals, the
rapper Kanye West had
paid a settlement to a
former employee over
his use of antisemitic
language, NBC News
reported.

In the previously
unreported 2018 settlement, the anonymous former employee alleged that
West, who now goes by Ye, had praised Hitler and Nazis in business meet-
ings. West denied the claims in the settlement, but NBC spoke to six for-
mer business associates of his who confirmed that he had a history of prais-
ing Hitler and uttering antisemitic conspiracy theories.

“With this pattern that’s happening and with the doubling and tripling
down of all this, it’s pretty obvious that this is some kind of disgusting,
hate-filled, strange Nazi obsession,” Ryder Ripps, a Jewish artist who
worked with West for years and said he witnessed multiple instances of his
Nazi obsession, told NBC.

A previous report from CNN also confirmed the existence of an appar-
ently different settlement from another business executive who worked for
West, who also alleged that the star had long been obsessed with Hitler, to
the point of reading his antisemitic manifesto “Mein Kampf” and wanting
to name an album after him (a 2018 release that ultimately was self-titled
as “Ye”).

Together, the reports demonstrate that West’s antisemitism was well-
known among his associates and predates his threat last month to “go death
con 3 on Jewish people.” That outburst, along with follow-up comments in
which West repeated antisemitic tropes about Jews controlling the media,
led to major brands like Adidas, Balenciaga and Vogue ending their part-
nerships with him and celebrities including his ex-wife Kim Kardashian
publicly showing their support for Jewish people.

The reports also raise questions about celebrity gossip site TMZ report-
edly cutting out the star’s antisemitic comments from a 2018 interview he
did with the outlet. Former TMZ employees said that, during a visit to the
studio, West had praised Hitler and Nazis — comments that were not pub-
lished in the online version of the interview, even though other offensive
remarks he made about slavery being a “choice” made it into the final cut.

After that interview, TMZ founder Harvey Levin, who is Jewish, report-
edly instructed his staff to “cut out anything related to Jews,” former
employees told NBC.

Back on Twitter this week after Elon Musk’s acquisition of the platform,
West posted a photo of Brooklyn Nets star Kyrie Irving in an ad for Nike,
an apparent reference to the sportswear brand’s continued endorsement of
Irving despite the athlete’s own recent bout with antisemitism. Irving has
since issued a public apology for sharing a link to an antisemitic docu-
mentary, while Nike has issued a statement condemning antisemitism.

Kanye West attends the Givenchy Spring-
Summer 2023 fashion show during the Paris
Womenswear Fashion Week, Oct. 2, 2022.
(Julien de Rosa/AFP via Getty Images)
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JCFS news

JCFS to present Digital Storytelling program
On Tuesday, November 15th (1:30 p.m.), Jewish Child and Family

Service  is excited to host “Our Digital Storytelling Journey.” Our Digital
Storytelling Journey will highlight an Older Adult Services project run
throughout 2021 – 2022.

To be held at the Asper Jewish Community Campus (Berney Theatre),
Our Digital Storytelling Journey promises to be an interactive event. JCFS
will share digital stories, speak to the project’s vision and implementation,
share participant feedback, and offer resources to help both individuals and
organizations create their own digital stories. JCFS hopes that attendees
will be inspired to expand digital storytelling further throughout Winnipeg. 

Digital storytelling encapsulates an individual’s story using narration and
visual media, such as family photos, maps, and video clips. A digital story
captures a moment in time meaningful to the teller, and helps to create a
keepsake or legacy piece for the future.

The JCFS Digital Storytelling Project received funding from the
Government of Canada’s New Horizons for Seniors Program. It was spear-
headed by the dedicated Older Adult Services Team, which recognized a
need to capture stories for the future. Working with the University of
Manitoba’s Faculty of Occupational Therapy, the JCFS team developed
and facilitated the program, while also creating a step-by-step Guide to
Digital Storytelling to share with others. 

All are welcome to attend Our Digital Storytelling Journey. To register,
or to learn more about the JCFS Digital Storytelling Project, please contact
either Sonia Iserloh, Older Adult Services Worker (phone: 204-477-7502
e-mail: siserloh@jcfswinnipeg.org)  or Cheryl Hirsh Katz, Manager of
Adult Services (phone: 204-477-7436 e-mail:
chirshkatz@jcfswinnipeg.org).

JCFS presents the Winnipeg premiere of
Orchestrating Change

Jewish Child and Family Service is proud to present the Winnipeg pre-
miere of “Orchestrating Change” on Tuesday, November 29th (7:00 p.m. –
Berney Theatre), along with a panel discussion. It is the first time the film
will be aired in the prairie provinces.

This internationally renowned documentary explores the story of
Conductor Ronald Braunstein and the creation of the Me/2 Orchestra – the
world’s only orchestra for individuals living with mental health and addic-
tion challenges. It is a film about possibility, potential, healing, and com-
munity.

Orchestrating Change is winning critical acclaim across North America.
The film has been presented at various film festivals, including Newport
Film Festival (2020) and Believe Psychology Film Festival (2022). 

Mental Health professionals are championing Orchestrating Change with
their glowing reviews. As Dr. Ken Duckworth, Chief Medical Officer for
the National Alliance on Mental Illness said, “There is strength and passion
in this remarkable conductor Ronald Braunstein, in the community he
built, and in this film.

As a person who listens for lessons in recovery, this film was music to
my ears.” Dr. David Jones, Professor at the Harvard TH Chan School for
Public Health echoes the sentiment with, “The film does a terrific job
humanizing mental illness and demonstrating what people are capable of
when they set their minds on an important goal and work together to
achieve it.”

Register to attend Orchestrating Change by contacting Cheryl Hirsh
Katz, Manager of Adult Services (204-477-7430, chirshkatz@jcfswin-
nipeg.org). Registration is free. All are welcome. 



By ANDREW LAPIN
Nov. 4, 2022 (JTA) — Jewish groups thought Elon Musk was listening

to them about antisemitism on Twitter. Then Kanye West came back.
In the week after the rapper who now goes by Ye lost most of his endorse-

ments due to his antisemitic rants, and amid an apparent uptick in broader
antisemitic content on the platform, the Anti-Defamation League met with
Musk, the social media giant’s mercurial new owner, about keeping hate
speech off the site. 

Three days later, all goodwill from the meeting has devolved, as anti-
Jewish content on Twitter is experiencing a “prolific surge,” according to
the Network Contagion Research Institute, a firm that monitors the spread
of online hate and disinformation. The institute said Friday that “terms
associated with Jew are being tweeted over 5,000 times per hour,” and that
“the most engaged tweets are overtly antisemitic.” 

Meanwhile, West has begun calling out individual Jews, such as music
mogul Scooter Braun and the sports branding businessman Jamie Salter, on
his account, and online networks of anti-
semites have seized on Musk’s owner-
ship as an opportunity to launch a full-
court press of hateful content on the site.

Now, instead of working alongside
Musk to develop new content modera-
tion tools, the ADL is calling on all
advertisers to suspend their relationship
with Twitter, while offering a harsh cri-
tique of Musk’s leadership. 

“We met with Elon Musk earlier this
week to express our profound concerns
about some of his plans and the spike in
toxic content after his acquisition,” the
Stop Hate For Profit coalition, a group
that includes the ADL, said in a state-
ment. “Since that time, hate and disinfor-
mation have proliferated, and he has
taken actions that make us fear that the
worst is yet to come.”

The group’s relationship with Musk
came off the rails with stunning speed. At
their initial meeting, the ADL and vari-
ous members of the coalition including
the NAACP, Color of Change, the Asian
American Foundation and media equity
advocacy group Free Press had pushed
Musk to develop robust content modera-
tion tools. 

The groups also tried to get Musk to
stop tweeting out conspiracy theories and
problematic content himself. The entre-
preneur had previously tweeted, then
deleted, a link to a right-wing conspiracy
theory involving a man who had attacked
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s husband
at his house (the attacker himself was
active in many antisemitic conspiracy
theories online).

Musk tweeted approvingly about the
ADL meeting afterward (a move that
enraged some of his antisemitic fans),
and ADL Vice President Yael Eisenstat
told Protocol that Musk had assured the
groups he didn’t want Twitter to become
“a hate amplifier.”

But by late Thursday, West — one of
Twitter’s most popular users, with 38
million followers — began his latest
antisemitic tirade on the platform, which
he had recently been reinstated on fol-
lowing a suspension for hate speech.
Musk said he played no role in West’s
reinstatement.

Seemingly prompted by the media
attention given to Brooklyn Nets player
Kyrie Irving in the wake of the star
guard’s own antisemitism controversy,
West posted a series of conspiratorial
messages about various Jewish figures.
Beyond Braun and Salter, he called out
celebrity personal trainer Harley
Pasternak and Amar’e Stoudemire — the
former NBA star who converted to
Orthodox Judaism in 2020 and had a
brief stint as a Nets assistant coach.

“You can’t be antisemite when you know you are Semite,” West tweeted
in defense of Irving, who shared a link to an antisemitic documentary.
Irving had expressed the same idea in a press conference on October 29,
which led the Nets to suspend him. He later apologized for his rhetoric.

In later tweets, West said, “They make us bully ourselves because of our
business alignments.” 

Referring to Stoudemire, who is Black and who criticized Irving for his
refusal to condemn antisemitism, West wrote, “They make us attack each
other[,] even our brothers who know who we truly are.” 

The wording of West’s tweets made reference to common tropes that
have circulated among Black Hebrew Israelite communities, including that
they are the genealogical descendants of the ancient Israelites. As of Friday
afternoon, West’s account remained active on Twitter.

As antisemitism spikes following Elon Musk takeover, ADL calls for Twitter ad boycott
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Program November 10 focusing on 
fascinating war hero Hans Wolpe

As part of the community-wide commemoration and recognition of the
historical significance of Kristallnacht, the Jewish Heritage Centre of
Western Canada, the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg and the Royal
Winnipeg Rifles Museum and Archive will present a program and unveil
an exhibit dedicated to Hans Wolpe, a German Jew, Holocaust survivor,
and World War II hero, who answered the call to combat Nazism and fas-
cism and joined the Royal Winnipeg Rifles. Guest speakers include repre-
sentatives of the host organizations, military historian Jody Perrun, and
Lisa Wolpe, daughter of Hans Wolpe.

Registration is encouraged, but walk-ins are welcome. Online registra-
tion at jewishwinnipeg.org/kristallnacht or by contacting the Jewish
Heritage Centre:  (or by phone at 204-478-8590). Q & A and reception to
follow.

The Hans Wolpe story is one of valour and bravery, of an individual
whose family, including his parents, siblings, and grandmother, perished in
the inferno that was Auschwitz. The lone survivor, Wolpe moved around
Europe using false papers, sometimes posing as a German, other times as
a Frenchman, but always hiding his Jewish identity. He wound up in
Calais, France, where his proficiency in several languages allowed him to
procure employment as an interpreter with an engineering firm that was
responsible for building Nazi Germany’s fortifications. 

When Calais was overrun by Canadian forces in September 1944, Wolpe
crossed over to the Canadian lines waving a white flag and encountered
soldiers from the Royal Winnipeg Rifles. At first, suspected of being a spy,
he soon won the confidence of the regiment and volunteered to show them
the location of German defences. However, because he was classified as an
unofficial soldier, he could not be paid and could not be protected by the
Geneva Conventions if he were captured.

He fought with the regiment for six months under the assumed and less
German sounding name of “John”. His valour earned the praise and respect
of his fellow soldiers.

Wolpe was wounded in action in Netherlands and subsequently hospital-
ized in England. At the time, Wolpe was not a member of the Canadian
army, nor a Canadian citizen. Because the Nazis had revoked his German
citizenship (as they had to all German Jews), he was classified as stateless.
At the insistence of Prime Minister Mackenzie King, who reportedly stat-
ed, “if he’s not Canadian, we’ll make him one”, he was given permission
to join the Canadian army and was granted citizenship in 1945. He came to
Winnipeg under the sponsorship of the General Monash Branch of the
Canadian Legion.

Hans Wolpe was to lead a successful academic career. After studying at
the University of Manitoba he received his doctoral degree in modern lan-
guages at Harvard, became a visiting professor at Tulane University, and
then took a teaching position at Stanford University. In 1961, Wolpe
accepted a position at Rockford College (Illinois), but sadly. he took his
own life in 1963 due personal problems. 

Jewish Heritage Centre to present film produced
by students from Westwood Collegiate featuring
interviews with Winnipeg Holocaust survivors
The Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada, in partnership with the

Rady JCC Tarbut Festival of Jewish Culture, is pleased to present the film,
“Truth Against Distortion: Survivors Speak out Against the Rise in Hate.” 

With the guidance of the Jewish Heritage Centre and under the direction
of their award-winning teacher, Kelly Hiebert (winner of the 2021
Governor General’s Prize for Excellence in Teaching History and the 2021
provincial award for Teaching Excellence in Manitoba), the students of the
Westwood Historical Society (from Westwood Collegiate) interviewed
local Holocaust survivors as well as local Winnipeg experts on anti-
semitism. Entirely student-led from the interviews to the filming and edit-
ing, the film focuses on survivor experiences and the current rise in anti-
semitism and Holocaust distortion.

Despite the challenges of COVID, the students were able to interview the
survivors, some for the first time. The film has won the Barry Lank Social
Justice/Human Rights Film Award. Sadly, two of the survivors inter-
viewed, Henny Paritzky and Saul Alpern have passed away since the film
was completed. 

We know the film will quickly become an important resource for teach-
ers in Manitoba, across Canada and even further afield. Please join us on
November 15 at 7 pm in the Berney Theatre. There will be a Q and A with
the teacher and students following the film and a reception in the Adult
Lounge. 

Registration is encouraged, but walk-ins are welcome. To register please
email snewman@radyjcc.com or jewishheritage@jhcwc.org (or by phone
at 204-478-8590). 
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From 2 - 5, children undergo so much growth  

and change, each at their own pace.

Join us, as Gray Academy ’s Occupational Therapist, Sun Hoffman, 

discusses how you can determine and support your child’s readiness  

for the transition from care to a school environment. 

Then explore our Early Years learning spaces  

and meet our exceptional JK & K teaching team.

Ready for School?
KNOW WHEN YOUR LITTLE ONE IS READY  

FOR JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN OR KINDERGARTEN

Contact us to learn more:

Judi Price-Rosen 
Director of Admissions 
(204) 477-7489

admissions@grayacademy.ca 
Grayacademy.ca/admissions

Wednesday, November 30, 7:00 p.m.

Multipurpose Room 
Asper Jewish Community Campus

Scan this code to register now!
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By BERNIE 
BELLAN

It was a little over a
year ago that Shaarey
Zedek Congregation
announced it was
embarking upon a $14
million renovation of
its synagogue.

Last week, in an
email message from
the organizers of the
capital campaign, it
was noted that  “We
have raised over $9.7
million in commit-
ments to our capital
campaign total, com-
prised of approximate-
ly 165 pledges includ-
ing Shaarey Zedek’s
own pledge of $3 mil-
lion, and a grant
awarded recently by
The Jewish
Foundation of
Manitoba through
their Community
Grant program.
Looking at the number
of pledges more close-
ly, that number repre-
sents approximately 160 of our over 700 mem-
bership units who have made a commitment to the campaign.”

The reference to the “Shaarey Zedek’s own pledge of $3 million” led us
to pose a question to Bob Freedman, who is serving as a consultant to the

capital campaign.
We asked Bob to

explain what is meant
by the phrase “Shaarey
Zedek’s own pledge of
$3 million?”

Bob Freedman
replied: “SZ has its
own funds and will
apply up to 3 million
towards the project, if
needed. If we exceed
our goal all excess
monies will be
returned to the SZ cap-
ital fund.”

I subsequently asked
whether additional
funds from the capital
fund might be used if
the fundraising goal
isn’t reached?

Bob replied, “I
believe so.”

The Shaarey Zedek
email also noted that
“work on the first
phase has already
begun, which is
asbestos abatement.
There are still a few
issues currently under

review regarding the interior renova-
tions, office partitions, ceiling finishes, and work related to exploring a
daycare program.”

Shaarey Zedek fundraising campaign for renovation of synagogue 
raises over $7.9 million of total $14 million goal

Pews have now been removed. How the front entrance now appears

Renovation of the lower area is also well underway.



By ALON WEINBERG

Sam McLean may be new to the position of
general manager of the Winnipeg Jewish
Theatre, but he’s no stranger to the organiza-

tion, which opened its 35th season with Hannah
Moscovitch’s musical, “Old Stock,” on October
29th. Officially taking over as GM August 1st
with the departure of previous theatre head Ari
Weinberg, McLean enthusiastically welcomed
patrons back indoors to the Berney Theatre for
Old Stock’s preview show on Oct. 27th for the
first time since “Two Birds One Stone” played in
February 2020 on the eve of the global pandemic. 

McLean began with the WJT as its box office
administrator in 2018, moving on to assistant pro-
ducer and then up to a full producer in November
2021, before taking over as general manager in
time for the launch of the new season. I asked
Sam about whether taking over as manager so
close to the launch of the first post-pandemic sea-
son created a challenging transition for the the-
atre, to which he explained the transition has been
a smooth one: 

“The main thing is we’re interviewing for our
next artistic director and hopefully we’ll have some info to share about that
soon but right now it’s still in that interview process. As it is, we had the
fortune that (former manager) Ari (Weinberg) has always had a lot of long-
term season planning. So, we had this whole season all locked down before

everything changed
with him moving to
the new position at
Stratford Festival. So
the nice thing is that
this is his last pro-
grammed season, and
as the next artistic
director comes on,
they’ll kind of inherit
that and have their
own season
announcement com-
ing up.” 

This 35th season
features “Old Stock,“
which ended its run
Nov. 6; “Narrow
Bridge” in March
2023 by local play-

wright Daniel Thau-Eleff (which had been scheduled
for April 2020 and cancelled due to Covid-19);
“Summer of Semitism” by Ori Black; and Deborah
Yarchun’s “A Pickle,” which will be held in the the-
atre’s outdoor tent first assembled and used for shows
in 2021. 

I asked Sam about the sort of shows the theatre puts
on, noting that “Old Stock” had a raunchy edge, with
more gutter-talk than one might expect from a theatre
with many older patrons. 

“In the last 4 years that I’ve been at the theatre, we’ve
always had a wide variety in the kind of shows that we
put on, and that’s especially the case with this season.
It’s this dark but also very light and silly musical to start
things off, and then the different shows all bring some-
thing very different quality-wise. Our outdoor show A
Pickle is really sweet and heartwarming. Narrow
Bridge is really interesting because not only is the per-
son discovering their identity through gender, but
through their relationship to Orthodox Judaism.
Summer of Semitism is a wonderful show for how it
puts so much suspense into things that you have such
grounded faith in with friendships being on the line
based on how people want to highlight a crisis. Each

one of them balances out a different flavour to the overall quality of the
season.” 

The last couple of years under pandemic-driven public health restrictions
were not easy for any entertainment-based sectors of the economy, espe-
cially live theatre, but the WJT adapted like many others, producing both
online and outdoor performances. Past popular show “Becoming Dr. Ruth”
was screened digitally, as was “True Colors” during the 2020-2021 season,
as much of the world moved online. “Dear Jack, Dear Louise” was the first
outdoor live theatre show that WJT staged, in June 2021, followed by “The
Flying Lovers of Vitebsk” and “Chutzpah and Salsa” returning to the tent
in June of this year to conclude the 2021-2022 season, which also includ-
ed “25 Questions for a Jewish Mother” online. 

After witnessing Sam’s enthusiasm during his show introduction to Old
Stock before the first indoor show in over two and a half years, I asked Sam
to expound upon his feelings on being back inside: 

“It’s just such a wonderful thing... it’s as if we’d never been gone.
Coming back to the Berney Theatre, it is WJT’s home base. And being
there with the crowd giving the pre-show speech, as I’ve done before, as
Ari had done before, everything just clicks and goes along - and it’s not to
say that our shows didn’t run well in our outdoor setup; we’ll be doing one
again this summer - but it’s just nice that we’ve got that reliable setup that
we know so well and we’ve been missing in this time that we’ve been
away. Indoor live theatre is just what we know best. So, it was really nice
to return to that.” 

Judging from the opening crowd of Old Stock,
patrons of The Winnipeg Jewish Theatre were
just as eager to return to the Berney Theatre,
with nearly all patrons still taking care to mask-
up. If you haven’t been back, an excellent season
of theatre is well under way. Sam McLean and a
creative lineup of shows are waiting to welcome
you back. 

An interview with Sam McLean, new General Manager of Winnipeg Jewish Theatre, 
on the launch of the theatre’s 35th season 
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Faces of Hope: 
A photographic tribute to

Winnipeg’s Holocaust
Survivors

Please join us for the grand opening of Faces of
Hope.

This project began as a vision to honour
Survivors in our community. Photographs were
submitted, edited, and mounted, and will be on
permanent display.

Celebrate the opening of the display and join us
to learn about this vision came to be, all the gen-
erosity that allowed for this to happen, and to be
amongst the first to admire this tribute.

Wednesday, November 23
7 pm • Berney Theatre

Asper Jewish Community Campus
123 Doncaster Street

If you have any questions, please contact Abby
at aflackman@jewishwinnipeg.org.
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Sam McLean speaking to audience
members prior to a recent performace
of “Old Stock”



BY MYRON LOVE

At the age of 69, Haskel Greenfield, Professor of
Anthropology and Archaeology at the
University of Manitoba and co-director (with

his wife, Professor Tina Greenfield)  of the universi-
ty’s Near Eastern and Biblical Archaeology Lab, says
that his days of leading excavations into the past  are
behind him.

“If you excavate for three year, it takes on average
ten years to complete a dig from start to finish,” he
remarks.

He adds though that that doesn’t mean that he is
abandoning field work.  Rather, he will be providing
his analytical expertise to other professionals’ excava-
tions.

In that regard, after having worked from 2008 to
2017 excavating at and analyzing  findings from Tel es
Safi – in ancient times known as Gath (the Philistine city that was the home
of Goliath who fought David nearby)– between Ashdod and Beth Shemesh
-  Greenfield is now turning his attention to other sites in Israel (such as Tel
Beth Shemesh and Tel Shiloh) as well as to Turkey, where he will be work-
ing on a site in west central Turkey called Catalhoyuk, a site that was first
settled about 9,500 years ago.

Greenfield had worked on the site for a short period in 2009 – at the same
time that he and his team had begun work on Tel es Safi.  “We were work-
ing on a different part of Catalhoyuk  than before,” he recalls.  “We will be
excavating and analyzing material from an area that dates back to 6000
B.C.E.  The team has already uncovered sculptures, figurines, idols.
Private homes, a feasting house and a charnel house where the people
brought their dead have been uncovered.”

Greenfield reports that Catalhoyuk in its day was “a massive town” with
a  population of as much as 5,000.

The buildings have been well preserved, he points out, because they were
built of mud brick.  “Every 50 years or so, the people would have to rebuild
their houses, he explains.  “They would build on  top of their old homes.
Laying  fresh floor on top – thereby beautifully preserving what lay below.”

The excavation team taking the lead on the dig, Greenfield notes, is from
the University of Poznan in Poland.   “I am involved as a specialist work-
ing with the Polish team,” he says.  “My specialty is in zooarchaeology, or
the analysis of animal bones from archaeological sites.”

Greenfield and his team actually finished their excavation at Tel es Safi
in 2017 and are still analyzing the material they uncovered   He reports that
he and his colleagues are also studying some material from an excavation
near Bet Shemesh near Jerusalem.

As noted in an earlier article in the Jewish Post & News, Greenfield’s
first archeologically-related visit to Israel was in 1973 when he was
involved as a student at an excavation at Tel Gezer.  He joined the teaching
staff at the Universoty of Manitoba in 1989.

His initial archaeological work was in the Balkans, Romania  and Greece
– work that was cut short when conflict broke out in the region ion 1992.

Rather than focusing on a specific region in his studies, Greenfield noted
in that previous inter-
view, he has always
pursued “the big pic-
ture” – how we have
come to be who we are
today from our earliest
origins to growing our
own food, domesticat-
ing animals, develop-
ing towns and cities
and adapting new tech-
nology.  One of his spe-
cial interests has been
researching the begin-
nings of metallurgy and
its effects on daily life.

“We can tell by the
microscopic marks on
animal bones when
people started using
metal tools instead of
stone tools,” he
explains.  “We have
sampled 25 sites
around Israel and the
larger region.  We can
state that even in the

Early Bronze Age, after 3500 BCE, when bronze becomes
available, people continued to use stone tools to build
houses and butcher animals for over 1000 years.  It was
only after 2000 BCE., in the Middle Bronze Age, that
bronze metal-working begins to appear in every day life.
Even then, it takes a thousand years until it becomes the
dominant every-day tool of choice.”

Another area of research for Greenfield has been the
domestication of animals.  He reports that livestock (goats,
sheep, cattle and pigs) were originally raised for their pri-
mary products (meat, hides and bone) when they were ini-
tially domesticated beginning around 7,000-8,000 BCE. –
and not for their secondary benefits (giving milk, wool, as
a means of transportation or for pulling a plough).
Ploughs, wagons and woolly sheep only developed after
4000 BCE.,  while goats were milked from soon after their
domestication. 

In 2015, the U. Of M. recognized Greenfield by bestowing on him the
title of “Distinguished Professor”   - an honour only conferred on no more
than 20 professors at any given time.   

Greenfield describes archaeology as “a lifestyle more than a job.  “Part
of the excitement is
being involved in the
process of discovery.
I could spend my life
in a lab, but it is more
fun in the field, espe-
cially where I have
been able to take stu-
dents with me and
introduce them to the
excitement of field
work and research.  It
is gratifying that so
many of my students
have become profes-
sional anthropologists
and archaeologists in
their own right.”

Next summer, he is
looking forward to
being back in the
field at Catalhoyuk
with the University of
Poznan team and
some of his
University of
Manitoba students.
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STEWART ELSTON
Powell Property Group
2021 President Manitoba Real Estate Assoc.

2016 President Winnipeg REALTORS® 

204-781-9999
stewart.m.elston@gmail.com
www.stewartelston.com

Winnipeg REALTORS MLS® 
Silver and Bronze Award Winner 

For All Your Real Estate Needs! 

Annual
General 
Meeting

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND 
OUR ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

7:00 pm • Multipurpose Room 
Asper Campus • 123 Doncaster St.

Join us as we reflect on a year  
of dedication, resilience, and  
community commitment.

Approval of all 2021-2022 Acts and Resolutions of the Board

For more info contact Carmelle Noiseux: 
cnoiseux@jewishwinnipeg.org
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World-renowned archaeologist Haskel Greenfield turning 
attention to Turkey after several years working in  Israel

Community news

Haskel Greenfield
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OBITUARIES
Obituaries, Memoriams, and Unveilings

$8 per column inch. Extra charge for photo: $15
Please e-mail obituaries to jewishp@mymts.net

ELSIE WEINSHENKER
Peacefully, in the early morning hours of October

13, 2022, Elsie Weinshenker passed away at the Saul
and Claribel Simkin Centre at the age of 96.  

Elsie was predeceased by her parents, Alfred and
Sol Hazan, and her husband, Isaac (Izzy), in 2004.
She is survived by her three sons: Brian (Vivian) of
Charlottesville, Virginia; Harold (Renee), of
Winnipeg; and Allan, of Winnipeg.  She was blessed
with six grandchildren: Elliott, Daniel (Shivaun),
Colin, Nathan, Laura (James) and Adam (Jayme-
Lyn). She was also blessed with two great-grandchil-
dren: Maya and Chloe.  She also leaves nieces and
other relatives in the U.S. and Israel.

Elsie was born in Winnipeg, the only child of
Sephardic Jewish parents.   She maintained contact
with the Jewish community through music; she
played violin in the Jewish Orchestra of Winnipeg
that thrived during the post war era and also sang in
the Jewish Choir.  It was through the violin that she
met her husband, Izzy, who also played violin.  They
married in 1954 and raised three sons in the Garden
City area.  Elsie worked for the Winnipeg School
Division, first in the Science Center and later in the
payroll division.   She was a wonderful mother and
excellent role model for her children, all of whom
completed 12 grade Jewish education and attained
university degrees. 

Elsie was always of sharp mind and offered
thoughtful advice and encouragement to each mem-
ber of the family.

In later years Elsie faced some health challenges
that forced early retirement.   

After the passing of her husband, Elsie was active
at the Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre where she
enjoyed social outings and reconnected with an old
acquaintance, Sam Deshell, with whom she found
companionship for several years prior to his passing.
Sam’s son, Murray, continued a close connection
with Elsie until her passing.

Her final year of life was spent in the Simkin
Centre.  Her family was devoted to her throughout
her stay, visiting often.  She also had the benefit of
visits from a special devoted friend, Jacque Sourkes,
who filled Elsie’s final months with conversation
and stories. Her involvement had a special place in
Elsie’s life.

The funeral was held graveside on October 14,
2022 with interment at Bnay Abraham Cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Brian Weinshenker, Laura Cowtun,
Jeff Beyer, Liat  Vendrasco, Yehuda Tcherni and
Gord Steindel. Donations can be made in Elsie’s
name to the Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre,
Winnipeg.

May Elsie’s Memory Be a Blessing.

NEIL HERSHFIELD 
It is with great sadness that we inform you that

Neil Hershfield passed away on October 13, 2022.
He died peacefully, with family by his side, after a
long stay in hospital.

He is survived by his son Zachary (Suzette),
granddaughter Jin, brother Larry (Janet) and
nephews, Daniel and Evan (Jen) Hershfield. He was
predeceased by his parents, Sam and Vera
Hershfield, and his son, Gabriel, who succumbed to
leukemia in 2021.

Neil, known as Oz by many, was an adventurer, an
artist, a storyteller, a community volunteer, and a
highly talented actuarial systems developer. He was
also a devoted son, father, brother, and friend to
many around the world.

In 1963, Neil travelled across Europe and North
Africa, and in 1967, he embarked on a five-year
odyssey, joining communities in Greece, India, and
Australia. Later, he would spend two years travelling
throughout Mexico, Central and South America. His
approach was to go to where tourists do NOT,
including the Fijian island of Tavewa, which he vis-
ited numerous times over the decades.

Neil was endlessly creative. He loved to draw,
often making hand-drawn greeting cards for loved
ones, and achieved Honourable Mention thrice in the
Vancouver Cherry Blossom Festival Haiku
Invitational Contest. His final poem was a tribute to
his son Gabe, which he shared at a Celebration of
Life held in July.

He was giving with his time, volunteering for
years at Family Services of Greater Vancouver,
Chalmers Foundation, and Down Syndrome
Resource Foundation. He was instrumental in devel-
oping the game concept for the hugely successful Up
the Down Market fundraising event, which continues
annually in various cities across Canada. 

He achieved great success in developing in-house
actuarial systems and maintaining other internal sys-
tems software. Wherever he worked, he was an
important “glue” as company confidant, prankster,
and lead lunch organizer.

Beyond all this, he was loved as a warm, support-
ive, smart, funny, fascinating human being, and his
final years following a health crisis in 2010 showed
incredible grace and courage. He will be remem-
bered as someone who always had a story to tell and
always told it well. 

LARRY WINESTOCK 
Larry Winestock was

born in Erding, Bavaria
on the 29th of August
1946 to Holocaust
survivors Max and Rae
Winestock. After a couple
years they moved to start
anew in Canada, where
they lived in West
Kildonan, Winnipeg.

Larry made most of his
friends in the halls and
cafeterias of Garden City
Collegiate and United

College, but he never stopped. His friends were his
family, as has been attested to thoroughly over the
past week.

Larry worked four decades with Manitoba Family
Services, traveling the province and taking in its
vastness. Established in that career he met Barbara
Block and after a whirlwind courtship that lasted
only a handful of months, the two married on the
26th of October 1980. They traveled the world in
planes, trains and automobiles, taking long cruises
and picking up new friends a long the way. 

Later in life Larry’s health gradually but
dramatically declined, plucking away the few
hobbies and passions he had one by one. Though his
mind was still sharp as a tack and the puns flowed
like the mightiest of streams, he struggled until he
could no longer navigate his suppressed mental
turmoil. 

Larry died in the presence of his family on the 25th
of October 2022, a day prior to his 42nd wedding
anniversary. Mourning his death are Larry’s wife
Barbara, son Gabriel, his wife Kylee Regier,
daughter Bailey, her husband Noah Moscovitch, his
granddaughter Layla, and godson David Miles.

Funeral services were held graveside at Shaarey
Zedek Cemetery on the 28th October and can be
viewed on youtube by searching his full name.
Pallbearers were Aaron Steinberg, Bruce Sarbit,
Deanna Cutler, Jerry Spinak, Kylee Regier and Noah
Moscovitch with help from Daphne Super and
Harlyn Silverstein.

In lieu of any donation or gifts the family asks that
everyone consider for a moment the men and boys in
their lives. They are not perpetual rocks of emotional
stability. They will always require a listening ear, a
loving touch and shoulder to cry on just as anyone
else. Emotional suppression can only ever be a
hindrance. For too long boys have learned to be as
stone and this must end. Encourage expression,
expose options and ensure a means. This should be
the legacy of Larry Winestock.

SELMA COROBOW
October 30, 2022

We lost the matriarch of
our family on October 30,
2022 when Selma
Corobow, my mother,
passed away in Montreal
at 96 years of age.  

She was the treasured
mother-in-law of Rosalie
Lazar, mother to me
Irwin, to my sister Gail,
and cherished Nana of
Jonathan, Arielle, and
Levy. She was married to
my father Peter for 62

years until he passed away in 2010. She was a devot-
ed daughter of the late Annie and Julius Strezavsky
and loving sister of the late Jenny Shiroky and the
late Lila Brotman.

My mother had a long career in Montreal as a
Family Life Educator. After she and my father (he a
professional engineer and World War 11 Veteran) )
retired from their respective careers, they were both
tireless volunteers with the Golden Age Association
and then The Cummings Jewish Centre for Seniors. 

In the last 11 months both Rosalie and I have lost
our remaining parents and Jonathan has lost his two
remaining grandparents. His Bubba Mary Lazar
passed away in 2009. We are very fortunate that
Selma and Ed Lazar lived long enough to have
played a significant role in Jonathan’s life. 

TEMA HANDSMAN (née KAPEL)
Passed peacefully on

November 2, 2022, in
Winnipeg (Canada) where
she lived at the Simkin
Centre for the last 6 years. 

Tema was born in
Tyszowce (Poland),
November 12, 1925, the
youngest of 9 children.
She fled by herself at the
beginning of WWII and is
counted amongst the
many Holocaust sur-
vivors. 

She was predeceased by all her siblings. Through
many adversities in her lifetime, Tema moved for-
ward with much strength and resilience taking care
of her family in Montreal, her new home after immi-
grating in 1949. She was a devoted wife to the late
Abram Handsman. After the passing of her husband
she moved to Winnipeg to be with her daughters and
their families. Tema was fiercely independent and
became very engaged in her new life in Winnipeg. 

She is survived by her daughters, Rachela
(Norman) Secter and Ida Lang; her grandchildren,
Mical Secter (Jamie Labrosse), Jaclyn Secter
(Roman Dvoskin), Marc Secter, Miriam (Jesse)
Loewen, Michael Lang (Nicole Swain) and Steven
Lang (Michelle Curry), and her great-grandchildren,
Joshua Secter Labrosse, Benjamin and Amelia
Dvoskin, and Emersyn and Jake Loewen. 

We are so grateful for the kind and loving care
Tema received from the Simkin Family staff. Tema
will be deeply missed by her family and friends. 

Graveside service was held on Sunday, November
6, 2022, at noon in Montreal. Private shiva will be
held in Winnipeg.  
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Israel report/community news

AKEEVA - protecting your loved one’s legacy
Death is one of

those difficult
topics people prefer
not to talk about or
even think about;
however, it’s an
inevitable event
that each of us will
be forced to
c o n f r o n t
throughout our
lives. The
pandemic and
recent world events
have served to
highlight this fact
as millions of
people worldwide
have dealt with the
untimely passing of
loved ones. 

We ponder the myriad of circumstances people
must confront during this challenging final life-
cycle event. The death of a loved one, whether
due to a lingering illness or the shock of sudden,
inexplicable loss can exact extraordinary emo-
tional, organizational, and financial tolls. Given
technical advancements, there must be ways to
simplify the end-of-life planning process for
family members enabling us to appropriately
take the time needed to grieve and honour our
loved ones.

Enter AKEEVA - streamlining end-of-life and
memorial planning, providing a modernized way
to celebrate, commemorate, and honour the ones
we hold dearest. Through Akeeva, families now
possess an everlasting memorial portal for their
loved ones, which they can reference and share
widely with friends and family at their leisure. It
allows for event notifications, photo tributes,
condolence messages, and anniversary
reminders, while incorporating the ability to
raise funds to cover end-of-life expenses or
donate to causes dear to the family.

Akeeva now also offers beautifully designed
keepsakes, whether it’s customizing a design for
your loved one’s Obituary, Memoriam, funeral

pro-
gram, thank you cards, etc. You can
email support@akeeva.co  for inquiries.

The literal translation of the word
“Akeeva’’ is to protect or shelter.
Through easier, more affordable, and

more time-efficient processes, Akeeva’s plat-
form will assist in protecting, honouring, and
celebrating the legacies of the ones we love.

Visit  www.akeeva.cofor more info. 

Israel ranked among the top five worst countries to work in, according to
the William Russell International Insurance Agency.  Really?!  The survey
says we work an average of 36.6 hours per week.  Is that all?  With a mini-
mum of twelve days annual leave.  Is that so bad?  But we scored quite high
for maternity leave with twenty-seven weeks.  Now I work much more than
the average.  Much!  And I get a whopping twenty-two vacation days a year.
Same for my wife who also enjoyed the benefits of a long maternity leave.
Twice!  The other four worst countries rounding out this survey are” Mexico
(the worst),   followed by the United States (yes the U.S.), Greece, and then
South Korea.  Quite frankly I wasn’t overly impressed with this survey.  Its

criteria and reasoning are somewhat weak.

+++++

In another survey,  Tel Aviv made the UBS Global Real Estate 2022 Bubble list...  being one of the
top ten cities with a severe housing bubble.  Given Tel Aviv’s 2021 rank as the most expensive city
in the world, according to the Economist magazine and my wallet, this is really no surprise.  To wit,
housing prices increased threefold between 2001 and 2017.  And, during 2022 - climbed another 18%.
Also included in the top ten severe housing bubble cities are Toronto and Vancouver.  Winnipeg is
not on the list.   

And, in another survey, this one by Erudera, the education search platform -   Israel is the fifth most
educated country in the world with more than 50% of Israelis holding a higher education degree.  This
despite Rabbi Yitzchak Godknofp, the United Torah Judaism’s (UTJ) party chairman, claiming that
math and English studies have no effect on Israel’s economy. Really?!  In his attempt to defend these
core subjects not being taught in Orthodox schools.   By the way, Canada was in top spot with almost
60% of Canucks holding a tertiary degree.  And in Canada all schools teach the 3R’s.. 

+++++

Back to Ben & Jerry’s.  One of my
favorite subjects when the big brouhaha

Surveys...and more surveys

REGARDS FROM ISRAEL

By

BRUCE BROWN

(Continued on page 24. See “Regards from Israel.”)
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Feature story

The Nazi history of Adidas, the sportswear giant that
took weeks to drop Kanye West over antisemitism

BY ANDREW LAPIN 
Oct. 24, 2022 (JTA) — As rap

star Kanye West continually refuses
to back down from his antisemitic
rants, some of the many institutions
he has ties with have begun to jump
ship. The fashion tastemakers
Balenciaga and Vogue have
announced they will no longer be
working with him. Hollywood tal-
ent giant CAA has dropped him,
and a planned documentary about
him has been scrapped.

But one formidable company
remained, until early Tuesday
morning, in West’s corner: Adidas.

Despite the German sportswear
conglomerate’s announcement earli-
er this month that it would be placing its partnership with West “under
review,” it took six days after West boasted on a podcast that “I can literal-
ly say antisemitic s— and they cannot drop me” for Adidas to drop him. 

The brand’s radio silence kept up even as neo-Nazi groups began using
West’s words to go after Jews, unveiling an antisemitic billboard in Los
Angeles that was condemned by the White House Monday. 

The Anti-Defamation League mounted a growing public pressure cam-
paign to get the company to cut ties with West, and celebrities including
Kat Dennings, David Schwimmer and Busy Phillips have boosted it. Other
celebrities, including Reese Witherspoon and West’s ex-wife Kim
Kardashian, have used their social platforms to condemn antisemitism
without specifically referencing Adidas or West; Jessica Seinfeld, the
Jewish cookbook author and wife to comedian Jerry Seinfeld, spurred a
viral Instagram movement by encouraging her followers to share a post
reading “I support my Jewish friends and the Jewish people.”

Observers are watching Adidas because of its enormously lucrative part-
nership with West – their shoes and clothes generated an estimated $2 bil-
lion last year and brought the brand cultural cache among young con-
sumers. But the company also has a Nazi history that it has rarely addressed
publicly. (The company’s CEO, Kasper Rorsted, announced in August that
he would be stepping down in 2023.) 

Here is an abbreviated version of Adidas’ history with Nazis, Jews and
the superstar rapper who now goes by Ye.

Does Adidas really have Nazi origins?
Yes, but its founding pre-dates the Nazis’ rise. The company was found-

ed in 1924 in Weimar-era Germany as the Gebrüder Dassler Schuhfabrik
(Dassler Brothers Shoe Factory), or Geda for short, by cobbler brothers
Adolf (“Adi”) and Rudolf Dassler. 

Based in the Bavarian town of Herzogenaurach, the Dassler brothers
quickly made a name for themselves by pioneering some of the earliest
spiked shoes – drilled through with nails to help runners on uneven terrain.

On May 1, 1933, with the company’s fortunes on the rise and Hitler hav-
ing just assumed power in Germany, the Dassler brothers formally joined
the Nazi party, according to journalist Barbara Smit’s book “Sneaker
Wars,” a history of Adidas. 

The Nazis embraced sports as a tool both to boost Germany’s public pro-
file and to train its future armies of young men, so the pioneering shoe
company fit nicely into their schema. Under Nazi rule, the Dasslers’ sneak-
er sales promptly exploded, and they grew the size of their company sev-
eral times over.

During the infamous 1936 Berlin Olympic games, orchestrated by Hitler
in an attempt to demonstrate Aryan athletic supremacy on the world stage,
many of the German athletes sported Dassler shoes.

But so did Black American track and field star Jesse Owens, whose very
presence at the games was a thumb in the eye of Hitler’s race theories.
Even so, Owens was popular with both Germans and Americans, and Adi
Dassler was able to convince him to don the company’s spiked shoes dur-
ing his medal ceremony. The subsequent exposure helped the shoes make
inroads among Allied markets after the war, even in spite of their German
associations.

How devoted to the Nazis were the Dassler brothers?
Rudolf was a more ardent devotee of Nazi ideology than Adi, according

to Smit, but both brothers carried their party membership cards and signed
off their letters with “Heil Hitler.” 

During the war, the brothers’ shoe factories were converted into muni-
tions factories for the Nazi military. (Other German shoemakers would test
their products on forced laborers in concentration camps.) Rudolf was
called to join the war effort, but went AWOL as part of his bid to maintain

control of the company from his
brother, whom he became convinced
was scheming against him. 

According to Der Spiegel, some
American troops were poised to
destroy the Herzogenaurach factory,
which employed some forced labor-
ers, in April 1945 — before Adi’s
wife Käthe approached them and
convinced them that the building
was only being used to make sneak-
ers. It worked.

The factory was saved, and when
the U.S. Air Force took over the
Nazis’ Herzogenaurauch air base,
American troops who were fans of
Jesse Owens bought Dassler shoes
and helped spread the word about
the company back home.

What happened to Adidas after the war?
Ironically, the end of World War II was only the beginning of the fight

between the Dassler brothers, each of whom (along with their wives) tried
to wrest the shoe empire away from the other. 

When Germany entered its postwar denazification period, Allies forced
the town of Herzogenaurach — including, presumably, the Dasslers and
their factory employees — to watch documentary footage of the horrors
visited upon Jews at Nazi concentration camps. Rudolf was also arrested,
suspected of feeding information to the Gestapo, and briefly sent to a
German prisoner-of-war camp for his role on the frontlines, but was freed
one year later owing to the backlog of cases against POWs.

Meanwhile, Adi was accused of having actively aided and supported the
Nazis during the war, but was able to put together a dossier of people —
including the town’s mayor — to support his claim that he was far from a
party loyalist. 

Among Adi’s claims, according to Smit: he had continued to work with
Jewish leather traders later than many other Germans would do business
with Jews. He also found a mayor from a neighboring town who claimed
to be half-Jewish to say that Dassler had sheltered him on his property in
the waning days of the war.

The siblings’ relationship suffered a permanent rift in 1949, leading Adi
to form his own company as Adidas, while Rudolf went off to start rival
sportswear company Puma. Both companies remain headquartered in
Herzogenaurach, and the town’s residents remain bitterly divided over
brand loyalty to this day (though Adidas, currently the No. 2 global sports-
wear company behind Nike, seems to have come out ahead).

What kind of relationship does Adidas have with Jews today?
The company calls Adolf Dassler its “founding father,” but it remains

tight-lipped about its founders’ Nazi associations. On its website, Adidas’
own official history defines its pre-1949 years simply as “only the start of
our story,” without any references to Nazis or Owens.

Jewish athletes have worked with the company in the decades since the
war. In 1972, at Adidas’ suggestion, American Jewish Olympic swimmer
Mark Spitz carried a pair of their shoes to the podium during his medal cer-
emony. And last year, Adidas Israel built a campaign around a haredi
Orthodox marathon runner. 

Adidas has also occasionally waded into geopolitical waters with the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In 2012 the company was boycotted by Arab
states for sponsoring the Jerusalem Marathon, which ran through disputed
territory. And in 2018, the company ended its sponsorship of the Israel
Football Association, a development celebrated as a victory by the Boycott,
Divestment, Sanctions movement because the association had included
teams representing Israeli settlements. (Puma took over the sponsorship.)

Adidas did not respond to a JTA request for comment for this story.

So what’s next?
Adidas’ partnership with West is nearly a decade old, and extremely

lucrative. His Yeezy line of sneakers and other products brought the com-
pany an estimated $2 billion in revenue last year, accounting for around
10% of its total revenue, according to The Washington Post. (West previ-
ously had an arrangement with Nike but was unhappy with it.)

Despite the “corporate social responsibility” movement that many com-
panies have embraced in the aftermath of 2020’s racial justice protests, the
idea of corporations like Adidas having a sense of social responsibility
remains elusive, according to Josh Hunt, author of “University of Nike:
How Corporate Cash Bought American Higher Education.”

“Sneaker compa-
nies, like all corpora- (Continued on opposite page. See “Adidas.”)

Getty Images
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Yiddish explanation
Emily Tamkin’s  book “Bad Jews: A History of

American Jewish Politics and Identities” is a provoca-
tive account of the contemporary Jewish identity crisis.
Tamkin, a journalist who was born in an assimilated
liberal family, is looking for ways to include “bad
Jews” who are in fact Jews who do not confirm to the
norms of the Jewish establishmen and are marginilized
due to their gender, sexual orientation, criticism of
Israel, and lack of religous observance. All Jews can be
good or bad, but they are still Jews. 

Jewish Radio Hour
Tune in to The Jewish Radio Hour Sundays 1:30 -

2:30 PM  at CKJS 92.7 FM or online at ckjs.com
Rochelle Zucker hosts on November 13th. On

November 20th, Gerry Posner talks to lawyer and
bridge maven Brian Pauls. 

You can listen to past presentations on our podcast
website:
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jewishradiohour

Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinnipeg/

tions, are amoral,”
Hunt told JTA. “They
will do what is
unseemly until it

becomes unprofitable, whether that means exploiting
forced labor in Xinjiang or collaborating with Nazis.”

But Jews
love sneakers,
too. One of the
most prominent
Jewish sneak-
erheads is
Rabbi Yoël
Mendel, a
P a r i s - b a s e d
member of the
C h a b a d -
L u b a v i t c h
movement who
goes by “Rabbi
S n e a k e r s ”
online. 

"No trace of
leather, upper
is in fabric... I
can wear them for Yom Kippur!”

On his Instagram page, Mendel uses sneakers as a
tool for teaching Torah and shows off a variety of shoes
and sports apparel-themed kippahs, including plenty of
Adidas gear. (He praised one pair of leather-free Adidas
shoes because he could wear them on Yom Kippur.)

“What can I say,” Mendel told the Jewish Telegraphic
Agency. “They make great, comfortable shoes.” 

Adidas
(Continued from page 20.)

Rabbi Yoël Mendel, a Paris-based
member of the Chabad-Lubavitch
movement who goes by “Rabbi
Sneakers” online. 

(Dr. Marni Wise-
man- one of 23 doc-
tors in the Wiseman

extended family-  is a dermatologist and medical direc-
tor of SkinWise dermatology. Nathan is also proud of
his son Sam, who is a Professor of Surgery  at the
University of British Columbia.)

With more free time, Nathan Wiseman is looking for-
ward to more time for golf and travel with Eva. He   is
considering writing his own light-hearted book provi-
sionally titled “Memoir of a Paediatric Surgical
Curmudgeon.”

Wiseman
(Continued from page 3.)
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Saskatoon Jewish Arts Festival: establishing relationships 

Ijust had a first. My wife and I
attended the first ever
SASKATCHEWAN JEWISH

ARTS FESTIVAL, held in
Saskatoon from October 19- 23,
2022. It was a joy to be there.
Now this joy was certainly
enhanced by the fact that the orga-
nizer, fund raiser, creator and

curator of the event and the general head honcho was my
nephew, Joel Bernbaum. He and the Festival producer,
Malvina Rapko, were the ones that made this first ever festi-
val reach fruition. In addition, my wife and I were able to  be
present for the involvement of my son Ari in the program,
both at the Shabbat service on Friday night and at a panel dis-
cussion on Sunday afternoon. I say without reservation, the
festival was a huge success.

To make this kind of event work, the key was to involve the
broader Saskatoon community. Truth be told, there are few Jews in
Saskatchewan. In Saskatoon, there are likely fewer than 200 family units.
Thus, the challenge was to develop activities that would appeal to the wider
Saskatoon population. And that is what the organizers did. All the events
were well attended. 

One might ask why have a Jewish Arts Festival at all and in fact I asked
my nephew that very question. He was quite clear as to why. Because of
both the pandemic and the declining Jewish population in Saskatoon, the
Jewish community was unable to participate in Folkfest, the Saskatoon ver-
sion of Folklrama. Hence, Joel and the committee planning the event felt
there was an opportunity to reach out to show to the city of Saskatoon and
beyond what the Jews of Saskatchewan were all about. At the same time
this was an opportunity to show off the newly refurbished Agudas Israel
Synagogue, originally built in the 1950s. 

The festival featured Jewish artists and speakers, both from
Saskatchewan and across Canada. There was a festival opening dance party
on October 19 with DJ Butt Mitzvah and a lecture titled “Ukrainian Jewish
Artists Across Three Centuries” at the Ukrainian Museum of Canada on

October 20. As well, on October 20 there was a Jewish
film night at the Broadway Theatre.  As well, there was
the production of the play “Old Stock: A Refugee Love
Story.” The play was the only part of the festival where
the guest had to pay. The play was produced by the
Persephone Theatre at the suggestion of Bernbaum. He
arranged to have the festival coincide with the running
of the play. 

By the time this article reaches print, the play will
already have been shown in Winnipeg by the Winnipeg
Jewish Theatre, so it is too late to give a shout out to the
readers on the outstanding success of the Old Stock play
which has been running for many years now across the
country and in the US. What the play captured was the
immigration issues faced by a Jewish couple back in
1908 (very relevant to the present day) and their story
was brought to life by some familiar (but original) music
and the superb performances of the five actors and musi-

cians, particularly the multi-talented Ben Caplan.
The Friday night service, which had a much larger attendance at the syn-

agogue than was ever the case in many years, was highlighted by the spec-
tacular voice of Saskatoon-born and bred soprano Jardena Gertler- Jaffe.
One of the prayers she chanted was a composition of the prayer “Mi
Chamocha,” which Ari Posner created. I, of course, am biased, but it was a
thrilling few minutes for my wife and me.

On Sunday afternoon, October 23, the festival concluded with a panel
discussion on the relationship between music and prayer. The discussion
was skillfully moderated by Joel Bernbaum and the panelists,  including
Ben Caplan, Jardena  Gertler Jaffe, Ari Posner and the Rabbi of Agudas
Israel, Claudio Jodorkofsky. There was a good sized crowd there, many of
whom were not Jewish. I kept thinking  as I watched the panel in action:
What would this day have meant to my in-laws, Frank and Frances
Bernbaum, long time residents of Saskatoon, who had two grandsons up
there on stage participating in this Jewish event? The nachas for them
would be never ending. 

So I say Kippahs off to the Jewish community of Saskatoon. Stay tuned
for the next festival, perhaps as early as next year or 2024. 

By

GERRY POSNER

Poster for the
Saskatchewan Jewish Arts

Festival



By MYRON LOVE

The most recent Israeli election results
show that there is no question that
Benjamin Netanyahu enjoys considerably

more support from Israelis than any other politi-
cian – and that is what democracy is about, isn’t
it?  For those who may wish to criticize Israel’s
political system, bear in mind our Prime
Minister’s government is based on just 30% of
the votes at the last election – and only 20% of
the electorate who were eligible to vote... not
exactly a ringing endorsement,

Say what you want about Netanyahu (and I am
aware that some readers - perhaps even many -
may have much to say that woudl be negative),
but at least he stands up for what most Israelis
would consider to be in the best interests of
Israel. The now former Prime Minister Yair
Lapid would seem to have been playing to what
might be referred to as “world opinion” rather
than what is in the best interests of his country.

In short, Lapid  followed what can only be
called a policy of appeasement, which seems to
be the habit of Western  diplomats. (See, for
example, the desperation with which these
Western diplomats have been trying to persuade
Iran to sign on to a nuclear deal which would
basically give Iran a green light to develop a
nuclear bomb – a path they will pursue whether
there is a deal or not.)

Lapid, when speaking a few weeks ago at the
UN, for example, explicitly recognized the fic-
tional “two-state” solution which Western diplo-
mats love to talk about.

As readers of my opinion pieces will know, I
regularly point out that there are already
THREE states in the region – two of them
Palestinian-ruled.   So what is the problem with
an Israeli leader recognizing the “two-state”
solution?  Which of the three states are the “two
states”? Israel and ?    

And if neither of the two Palestinian states are
prepared to recognize Israel, what is the point of
Israel recognizing a “two-state” solution?
Shouldn’t that be based on negotiations?

Then there is the most recent Lapid/Israeli
capitulation.

As noted by Caroline Glick in a recent col-
umn, “it is almost impossible to grasp the dan-
ger of Israel’s present moment. A month before
the Knesset elections, the caretaker government
led by Prime Minister Yair Lapid and Defense
Minister Benny Gantz is moving full speed
ahead with a maritime agreement with an enemy
state that it insists will obligate Israel in perpe-
tuity. The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
agreement Israel is concluding with Hezbollah-
controlled Lebanon will fundamentally alter
Israel’s maritime borders, deny the Jewish state
tens of billions of dollars, which will go instead
to a government controlled by Iran’s Lebanese
foreign legion, Hezbollah, and transform
Hezbollah and Iran into actors in the eastern
Mediterranean.”

According to Glick, the deal was the result of
pressure put on Israel by the anti-Israel Biden
government. And just as the former Obama gov-
ernment refused to put its sham Iran deal before
Congress for ratification, Lapid and defense
minister Gantz refused to put this “deal” with
Lebanon before the Knesset for approval. 

This so-called “deal” is a textbook example of
how bullies and dictatorships operate.  Rather
than negotiate, they make demands.  If the other
side acquiesces, then the bully raises the ante.

So, in the case of the Israel-Lebanon Maritime
agreement, as Hudson Institute writer Michael

Doren points out, in previous negotiations,
Israel was claiming one line of demarcation,
Lebanon another.  This time, Lebanon –which is
basically ruled by the Hezbollah movement
which doesn’t recognize Israel’s right to exist –
demanded that the demarcation line be extended
farther south, which would cut into Israel’s
northernmost Karish gas field.  Then, to show
“flexibility”, the Lebanese negotiators reverted
to the original Lebanese demand – while threat-
ening to push for the extended line and sending
drones to attack the Israeli gas field if Israel
refused to agree to the original demand within a
couple of months.

What was Lapid’s reaction to these threats?
He capitulated.

While there are those in the United States and
Israel, Doren noted, who “have hailed the agree-
ment on the maritime border between Israel and
Lebanon, which the Biden administration
recently brokered, as a great success -  likening
it to the Abraham Accords - and claim that it is
a major step toward normalizing relations
between the Jewish State and a historic Arab foe
-   a close examination of the agreement simply
does not support this view.”. 

In reality, Doren wrote, “the deal advances
nothing.”

In announcing the deal, Doren pointed out that
Lebanese President Aoun stressed that “no nor-
malization with Israel took place,” and he
refrained from thanking the Israelis for the con-
cessions they made. He did, however, thank
Hezbollah. When making this agreement, no
Lebanese official met
an Israeli official or
spoke to one on the
phone. There will be no
joint signing ceremony,
and certainly no hand-
shake on the White
House lawn.”

He added that, while
“observers have also
claimed that the deal
represents a tacit recog-
nition, for the first time,
of Israel by Hezbollah,
this is categorically
false. Hezbollah has
previously negotiated,
for example, prisoner
exchanges through
intermediaries with
Israel. The organization
certainly admits that a
‘Zionist entity’ resides
to the south of Lebanon.
How could it not? The
point of recognition is
to acknowledge legiti-
macy, something
Nasrallah vehemently
refuses to confer upon
Israel. This maritime
border agreement tacit-
ly recognizes Israel
only in the same way
that every missile
Hezbollah launches at
Israel tacitly recognizes
it.”

As Prime Minister,
Benjamin Netanyahu
should have no qualms
about cancelling this
shameful deal as one of
his first orders o f busi-
ness.

Netanyahu re-election should put end to 
Bennett-Lapid policy of appeasement
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Nov, 4, 2022 (JTA) — “You’re On
Your Own, Kid,” isn’t just the name
of a track on Taylor Swift’s newest
album — the phrase describes the
way many of the pop star’s Jewish
fans were feeling after she released
the dates for her upcoming tour.

This week, Shabbat-observant
Swifties voiced their disappointment
with the dates, which were all slat-
ed for during or just after the end of
the Jewish Sabbath, on Friday or
Saturday nights. (There was one
scheduled for April 2, a Sunday, in
Arlington, Texas.)

In response, Swift added eight more shows to the U.S. leg of her tour on
Friday, all on weeknights, in cities such as Philadelphia, Seattle and Los
Angeles. Many applauded the additions.

Swift’s “Midnights” album sold over a million copies in its first week,
and she is now tied with Barbra Streisand as the female artist with the most
albums to top the Billboard chart. The singer will take the Jewish Haim sis-
ters, who feature in the music video for Swift’s song “Bejeweled,” along
for part of the tour.
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After criticism, Taylor Swift adds Orthodox-
friendly dates to her upcoming tour

Taylor Swift greets fans before a
conversation at the Toronto
International Film Festival, Sept.
9, 2022. (Wesley Lapointe/Los Angeles

(love that word) erupted back in
late 2021.  Something about
Unilever, owner of the ice cream

maker, placing limitations on where their Israeli franchisee can sell ice
cream due to borders, demarcation lines and other nouveau-political con-
siderations.  Quite frankly that whole story was overblown and overcom-
plicated.  Yada.  Yada.  Yada.  One year later and the over-priced ice cream
is still available throughout Israel.  Yes, I even saw the tiny pint (is a pint
tiny or large?) on sale in Jerusalem kiosks, one of the contested areas.
Geopolitical ice cream battles be damned.  I will continue to enjoy my
Chunky Monkey, Cherry Garcia, Half Baked and New York Super Chunk.
Actually. To be honest.  I am very ‘vanilla’ with my ice cream.  Preferring
Cookies & Cream, Chocolate.  And.  Well.  Vanilla.  I digress.

+++++

Talking about demarcation.  Israel just signed a historic maritime border
agreement with Lebanon.  Enabling both countries to enjoy the abundance
of gas located deep bellow their respective territorial waters.  This means
we can continue to explore our Northern Karish gas field without the risk
of Hezbollah missiles.  And we will obtain royalties from Lebanon’s Kana
field.  Albeit still indirect as there is no peace treaty.  According to Prime
Minister Yair Lapid, Defense Minister Benny Gantz and Energy Minister
Karin Elharrar, money will flow into the state’s treasury, our energy inde-
pendence is secured and our security and economy strengthened.  Not bad.
And just before elections (the cynic in me).  Israel, the land of milk and
honey and natural gas.

+++++

Here’s yet another survey.  Also by William Russell.  Israel has the sixth
highest number of practicing dentists per 1,000 people.  So why do I pay
so much for dental care?  Whereas Canada has one of the lowest numbers
of practicing dentists.  Actually, when comparing the costs of braces, fill-
ings and tooth extractions -ouch, ouch and triple ouch- with my fellow
Canadians they can’t believe how cheap it is here.  Maybe I should start a
dental tourism business.  You know.  Israel the land of milk and honey and
low-cost dentistry.

Regards From Israel,
Bruce

Regards from Israel
(Continued from page 19.)


